More Maple Leaf Junior Golf Tour Feedback and Testimonials!
Thanks again for everything Trent...always well run and you guys are an inspiration for junior
golf, continued appreciation to you/your team and especially Louis.

Thanks for MJT to organize this annual event for Juniors from all over Canada to meet and play
together! Thanks for your team's effort!

Awesome event and look forward to next year - both for this event and in general.

We had a wonderful time in Orlando... it was a great experience for Felix.

First of all, thank you for all of those of you at Maple Leaf for putting on these type of events as
well as the entire summer tournament listing. Noah has enjoyed it immensely since he started
playing in the events. I have been with him at all the events in summer and they are run as a
first-class event. My thanks to Garth and Ed for running great tournaments here in Manitoba.

Thanks for another great MJT event!!! First class all the way.

Heather had a wonderful time. It was wonderful for them to travel as a team and have Jeff
MacDonald there. I hope NS keeps going like this in the future. Thank you MJT!

Thanks again for a great year from the MJT staff, I will come back stronger physically next.

Good day Trent, this year’s event was a good time and thanks for having us.

Firstly, thank you very much for a great event! Up to date, it is the best, high calibre event I
have ever played in! I was very impressed with the event, and the hard work you and the other
workers put into this event for it to be a memorable experience!

Thanks Trent - this was our first experience with the National Championship and we really
enjoyed it.

…Just a quick thank you and congratulations to your team for organizing an amazing
tournament in Florida! I used to organize numerous large scale annual events, including a golf
tournament, so I know the level of detail required to pull of an event like this. If there were
bumps in the road (which there usually are!!), you didn’t notice. We were so pleased with the
level of communication with the families, polished and smooth running weekend agenda and
the incredible corporate sponsorship. We are so pleased that we joined the MJT this year and
look forward to participating again in 2018.

Sorry for the slow response and thanks so much for putting on such a great tournament. ..

Keep doing what you’re doing. Last 2 years have been an absolute blast!

Ashley had a wonderful weekend with memories to last a lifetime.. meeting Lydia Ko, getting
her picture taken with her and practicing next to her she couldn't stop talking about.. she wore
the hat Lydia autographed after round 1 on the final day when she shot her best score ever….

..but just a quick thank you and congratulations to your team for organizing an amazing
tournament in Florida! I used to organize numerous large scale annual events, including a golf
tournament, so I know the level of detail required to pull of an event like this. If there were
bumps in the road (which there usually are!!), you didn’t notice. We were so pleased with the
level of communication with the families, polished and smooth running weekend agenda and
the incredible corporate sponsorship. We are so pleased that we joined the MJT this year and
look forward to participating again in 2018.

Amazing people!!! Thanks for doing what you do!!

Thank you for all the work and effort that went into the Florida event. It was really a great turn
out and experience and I am really pleased for Brandon that he had that opportunity. More
fond memories of the MJT tour for us:) That was a very nice presentation today at the MJT
tent. I love the speakers you get for these. Very inspirational and fitting for these players to
hear and timely...just before competition. Thank you again for the Dylan Reichelt Award and
BC Order of Merit. What an absolute privilege to receive and be a part of the MJT tour. Hope to
see you at this event in the next few days. Would love to say hello again.

Good Evening Trent, how are you doing? I’ve been busy with all the school works I missed
recently and had no time to talk to you and thank you for hosting such a great tournament. I
had a lot of fun while I was down there. I have already told you multiple times already, but I
going down to Chicago to visit NIU soon. Once again, thank you for all the support and for
hosting this great tournament.

Thanks Trent really looking forward to this trip. Can't say enough for what you folks do for
these kids on this tour. MF/NS

Hello Ms. Dodd, I am beyond thrilled with this award. I just finished golf practice when I
received your email. Thank you so much for this honour. I can’t tell you how much this means
to me. NS/ON

It is a great honour to receive this scholarship. The MJT does so much for junior golf across the
country and in our province, I'm so glad I can be a part of it. Many great golfers have received
this scholarship and it's incredible just to be associated with them. Thanks for everything you
do! JK/SK

The MJT runs the best tournaments in Canada. Also, everyone who plays MJT are fantastic to
play with. RL/BC

Hey Trent, I just got home yesterday from the Australia trip with the MJT and wanted to thank
you and the MJT for giving me such an amazing opportunity. I was able to make new friends,
play golf in a different country, and explore a completely different and beautiful landscape. It
was a trip I will not soon forget and would not have been possible without you or the MJT.
Huge thanks. RD/ON

I choose to play the MJT because of the fantastic staff and competitors that help make each
tournament special. RL/BC

Dear Jeff, I wanted to thank you on behalf of my husband and I for making R's experience in
Australia such a memorable one. Thank you for your being an excellent parental figure for
these young adults and for your commitment to youth in golf. The game has been a
tremendously important part of both of our sons lives and teaches them so many valuable
skills that they will carry through their lives; thank you for your part in this. TO/ON

Hi Dave, I wanted to thank you and everyone that helped out at all the MJT events this year…..I
know a lot of work goes into organizing such events and everyone was always encouraging and
supportive and as parents we really appreciated it. TI/ON

MJT provides me with a lot of opportunities both scholastically and in golf. I’ve made some
great friends. KL/BC

Hi Dave, it’s always a pleasure to be involved in such a great event like the MJT. You and Trent
do a fantastic job for all of the players, which is why Freedom 55 is proud to sponsor you guys!
Look forward to next year. SB/Freedom 55 Financial

It's just awesome that the MJT tour does this!! Thank you very much for all you people
do!! MF/SK

We very much appreciate the Maple Leaf Junior Tour and all the things you do to develop
young players, the tour was definitely a catapult for Joey at a critical stage in his Junior Golf
Career. MH/ON

It was a very well-run event with very nice people. CG/AB

I choose to play the MJT because it’s always so much fun and they have such amazing
sponsors. The volunteers are so amazing as well. It is also great exposure for college. AC/ON

MJT always has the great motivation to my game. Great prizes, very organized tournaments
and kind and supportive operators. EB/ON

Ryan is very proud to be junior member of MJT, he played lots MJT tournaments before, and
this IMG qualified spot was also from MJT, thanks for all the support to junior golfers…….
JR/BC

I chose to play MJT because I feel that this organization helps young golfers such as myself to
learn to play under pressure……. BZ/BC

I would like you to know that this was a great experience golfing here. Everybody was very
nice and friendly...course employees and all MJT workers/volunteers……… SM/MB

Thanks for a great 3 days at Mackenzie Meadows. Both Georgia and Quincy had a great
tournament…………... CB/AB

He is really enjoying playing on the tour and being treated so well. You folks do an amazing job
making all the players feel like pro's!.................... DS/SK

Thank you so very much for all your hard work and time organizing this clinic with Adam
Hadwin for us junior golfers. It was so cool to meet Adam Hadwin, and I am very grateful for
the opportunity to be one of the juniors to come out to this clinic. I liked that it was a small
group of us junior golfers because then we got the chance to ask questions, and be able to hear
all the great advice that Adam was giving us about how to pursue our goals and stay
passionate about what we believe in. I really like that he was so nice and patient to take the
time to sign autographs and have us take photos with him!! Everything he said about working
hard and practicing with focus and purpose was such good advice and I really remembered that
and I hope to be able to put that thinking into my own golf practice. Thank you very, very much
again Chris, the MJT team....and Adam Hadwin! It was such an honour to meet him…………….
NS/BC

Thanks again for another great season of golf. MJT is the best run tour we play on……………..
MC/BC

I learned a lot this weekend! It was a great experience getting to meet someone with so much
knowledge of the game. I learned a lot about the mental attributes of golf, alongside the
training involved. The MJT has provided me with many learning opportunities and experiences
this year, including this awesome clinic…………………… ZH/BC

Hey Trent. I just wanted to say thanks for making it such an amazing trip and experience for all
of us. I know it takes a crazy amount of time creating and organizing an event like this. I really
enjoyed the team format of the event because it is something that we don’t get to play very
often and we can rarely represent our country. We also really appreciated you driving us
around, taking care of our meals, taking us out for late night burgers and giving us the freedom
to do what we wanted around the resort. Again you made this a really great experience for all
of us and it’s a week that I’ll never forget! Thanks a million! ……………………….BR/ON

B had such a wonderful time in Finland playing for Canada. The shirts and jacket are now some
of his favourites, and as soon as he saw the bag he said “This bag is sick!” High praise
indeed. The boys looked great. Thank you to TuGo for sponsoring them. These events
couldn’t happen without significant sponsorship and we all appreciate it immensely……………...
RL/ON

Thanks for inviting me to the Adam Hadwin clinic! I had a great time and learned a lot from
Adam. The clinic was super-fun and I hope that MJT will do this again…………… BZ/BC

Thought the Adam Hadwin Clinic was absolutely awesome. The size of the group was perfect
and really made the event first class. It's pretty amazing to hear first hand from someone at
that level. Many of his thoughts I think are echoed to the kids from coaches and parents time
to time but to hear it from a pro such as Adam really drives it home. Again great job can really
only say positive things about the event. Hopefully you will do more of them and we can
attend more of them……………… CA/BC

MJT is an amazing golf tour; their events are very well run, and the people associated with MJT
are great! MJT was there when M started out in golf and has been a huge factor in M receiving
a golf scholarship and playing golf at the collegiate level. We think it is great that you have
added a collegiate level and M hopes to play in a few tournaments next year when he is home
for the summer. We met a lot of great kids and families through MJT and look forward to
reading about their success in the future with MJT. Thank you again………………. KT/BC

I wanted to thank you for everything that you have done for me over the years. Like I have said
before, I would not have had the opportunity to play collegiate golf in Tennessee if it wasn't for
your guidance and expertise. Without you and the MJT tour, I would not have the proper
mindset for competitive golf. I learned how to deal with pressure and I have been able to apply
that to the collegiate level successfully. The experiences that had with the MJT tour are truly
unforgettable and I hope that it continues to breed excellent golfers and really expand the
junior golf program globally. …………….. DW/AB

The kids and I got a bit emotional saying goodbye to you all. We all had a week that we will
never forget. Thank you and all of your staff for everything that you have did for us and I look
forward to staying in touch and hopefully seeing you twice next year……………. LG/AB

I can’t say enough how much we appreciate your work with the MJT; we go out of our way to
support your events over others. Your support of S on and off the golf course does not go
unnoticed and it is because of this that she has become the player she is
today………………. CN/AB

Thanks for another great year again, you and your team do a great job with the tournaments
they are run top-notch……………... BS/AB

We truly appreciate the MJT and all of you that help run the tournaments and
organization…………... JP/AB

My experience at the Nordic Junior Team Matches was unreal. The golf courses we played, and
facilities we has access to, surpassed my expectations. All the activities we did off the course
were a great time to bond and get to know the other teams. Acting as tourists on the last day
put a nice ending to what was definitely a trip of a lifetime. Thanks again Trent for all you did
to make this trip happen……………. CH/AB

I choose to play MJT because it’s the best tour in Canada………. JB/BC

Brady has played with MJT for several years now. He has always enjoyed playing golf with this
organization. ...EB, AB

Thanks, Trent. We will let you know our decision within the next few days. PS You have a
great MJT team running the events in Ontario! Take care. J, ON

I just wanted to apologize for Charlie missing the Awards Ceremony for his age group in Red
Deer on the weekend. We were visiting with family there and had a dinner to attend. When
Charlie heard that he had won an award, he felt especially badly about missing. Thanks for
another great tournament,... KB, SK

Dave - It was great meeting you this weekend! You and your staff did an awesome job running
the event, I only heard good comments from parents and spectators. I’m hopeful Craigowan
can host another event next season. Again, it was great meeting you, and all the best for the
remainder of the season! Cheers, Tim B, PGA, Director of Golf Operations, Craigowan GC

We were at the River Bend Event in Red Deer this weekend. It was my daughters first MJT
event and she really enjoyed her experience. The event was extremely well run and
organized. I was wondering if I could be given Trent's contact information as I have some
questions for him about jr. golf in general and he had mentioned contacting him. Thanks....
(AB)

I just wanted to reach out and say thanks to the team at MJT Alberta for this last weekend and
really for the two events my son has played in so far this year. I don’t have Trent’s contact
information or I would have reached out to him directly, I’m hoping someone can forward on
my behalf or at least pass on my thanks... (AB)

My son, Matt, is late to the game as he’s 14 turning 15 in July and is only in his second year
playing with regularity and his first season really playing any competitive golf (other than a
couple of one day events last year) … he nonetheless wants to compete. Both events he’s
attended have proven challenging on day one but he’s settled in on day two and played much
better. I think he’s managed to settle in because even though he’s clearly a high handicapper
in his age bracket, he doesn’t feel like he is unwelcome even when the guys around him are
shooting rounds in the 70’s compared to his 112 on day 1 (ouch) followed by a 94 on day two. I
think that sense of making things competitive but not unwelcoming is very important when a
kid is late to the game but has the interest –it’s good for the player and I think it’s good for the
game. I appreciate what you’re doing for the kids, I personally love the game and I think it’s
great if we can keep attracting players that want to compete. …RP, AB

On another note, I have to say that we have loved being part of the MJT Tour this
season. Both of my other children have played in tournaments at Hidden Lake and Rebel
Creek. We are registered at Osprey Valley and will undoubtedly enter more. The tournaments
are incredibly well run, the courses are great and the prizes are a bonus that the kids love. We
also as parents love the messaging around the respect of the game and the spirit of courteous
competition. It has been a very nice experience. Many of my children’s teammates and
friends have been playing the tour and the response has been unanimously positive.... JW (ON)

This is our first year at this. Jeff does a fantastic job, he is so good with the kids... BM, SK

Hello, .. Nicole participated in the event this weekend at Rebel Creek and had the low score for
12 year old girls. ..there were 8 girls form her team there - they had an amazing experience and
Nicole said this was her favourite tournament thus far! Looking forward to many more. ...KG,
ON

It’s great to partner with such a first class organization. Jeff Speiran, Maui Jim Canada

Thank you for the prompt replies and excellent service. Very refreshing. You will definitely see
Noah out on tour in the future....DC, ON

Thanks Elaine, I sent the e-mail to Jade and she is going to forward it to all the parents that
brought the kids out for the great event. Still getting great feedback!! Cheers, Scott Blankley,
General Manager, Chilliwack Ford.

Thank you for a great weekend in Lethbridge. Both J and R enjoyed their first experience with
the MJT. SS, AB

The MJT is a great experience for future collegiate tournaments as I will be playing with the U
of M Bisons in September. MN, MB

Unfortunately, Keenan can't play the Spring Invitational because he will still be Stateside at
school… I can say however that he is loving Maryville U. which of course came through MJT's
Recruit Yourself Program…..Again, thanks to yourself and everyone at MJT. J.F, BC

Hey Trent, Just want to say a huge thank you to you and all the staff at the Maple Leaf Junior
tour for everything you guys have done for me over the years. From providing a competitive
environment to grow as a player and a person, to giving me access to a recruiting program that
has allowed me to go to a school that has taken my game to the next level. I couldn't believe
my eyes when I saw that I was going to be getting a set of Miura irons. It’s going to be a great

opportunity to play some amazing equipment. Thanks again for everything that the Maple
Leaf Junior Tour has done for me….. J.W., SK.

I just read about the new Collegiate division with MJT. That is such a great addition to the MJT
tour. I'm very excited for these junior golfers to be able to continue their passion and compete
while in university or just out of high school. So many of them still love the competition but
didn't have the chance to continue on as adults…Great decision for MJT!!! I'm thrilled that the
program offers this for young adults! So awesome!.... M.C., BC

Dear MJT, Just wanted to update you on where I am currently playing golf while pursuing my
education. I am a freshman at Drury University in Springfield, Missouri playing NCAA Division II
golf. I was fortunate to have received both Academic and Athletic scholarships to assist with
my education. I wouldn't have been able to achieve these goals without the quality of events,
organization and competition that the MJT provided me with. I understand that the MJT will be
conducting tournaments for college aged players in 2017. I am hoping I can fit some dates into
my golf and summer work schedule….. R.R., AB.

Brett is very much looking forward to the season and we are planning on making all SK events
that don’t conflict with spring hockey……as well as some Alberta ones. He’s also convinced
some of his Saskatoon friends to come and join MJT this year which speaks to his positive
experience last year as an MJT rookie. Thanks for all your work and see you on the course!
….C.L., SK.

Thank you for your quick reply. Vanessa had a great 2016 season, and looking forward to
another great 2017 season. We found MJT late season of 2016 and like the organization very
much. We will register Vanessa more MJT tournaments this season…. Thank you kindly. T.L.,
ON.

I would like to sincerely thank you for the pamphlet you mailed to me. Every day I miss my boy
who is in South Carolina doing what he loves to do, so, when I went to my mailbox and opened
this pamphlet with his picture on it, it truly made my day. My summer will absolutely not be
the same this year, Marc turns 19 in June. We will both miss all the good friends we met
travelling with the MJT, and wish the new young recruits all the best. Thank you to an amazing
group of people at MJT. …..B.S, SK.

To Murray, I appreciate you taking the time to write me a reference letter. This
recommendation letter is going to go a long way to help me with my golf journey in Hawaii. I
am humbled to have you write such a thoughtful letter as it will definitely make a difference in
my scholarship applications. Lastly, it is awesome to have such a strong team behind me
helping me reach my goal of becoming a professional golfer and with your help we can make
this possible. I will be sure to keep you updated with how my journey is going in Hawaii!
Sincerely, E.M., BC.

Neil, Murray, Elaine, and Trent, I wanted to thank you for everything you've done on the
MJT. The tour has provided me with great competition, and fun times. Every time I played, it
was great to feel welcomed, and I learned a lot about sportsmanship as well. It was also a great
experience to represent MJT in Junior Worlds, and compete in the national championship
twice. You and all the staff are great! I plan to play in a few events this season. Hope to see
everyone at the season opener. S.L., WA

Dear MJT, Thank you for your continued support over the years. I am grateful to have had the
opportunity to grow on your tour. Happy Holidays, K.K., BC

Dear MJT, I would like to thank everyone at MJT for another incredible year. From the positive
staff to the very well organized events. MJT has never failed to put a smile on my face and help
me learn more about sportsmanship, positivity and myself than I ever could have. I wish
everyone a very Happy Holiday (as you deserve it), and a wonderful New Year! Thank you, C.K.,
BC

…… I just wanted to email you about my current status with golf. I am currently playing golf at
ACU...... I received an offer from them due to large part of my results in the 2015 summer on
the MJT tour. …I can't thank the MJT tour enough for all the opportunities they gave me
succeed and progress through my time in junior golf. Thank you, MJ (AB)

Thanks very much for putting on excellent tournaments! We will see you next year on the
course. C.M., AB

Thank you so much for providing the sponsor review – as always it is greatly appreciated. I also
took a look at the testimonials – wow! What wonderful feedback and a testament to the great
work that you do. Kind regards, Cathy Greer, Odlum Brown

Hi Trent, We would like to thank you, and all the sponsors involved, for making the MJT what it
is! Our son has enjoyed every moment over the years, playing, making new friends, and having
opportunities like this. ….Regards, DK

Thank you so much for offering me the Dylan Reichelt Memorial Award. I am very excited to
receive such a special award! I have competed in several MJT tournaments this year and found
them to be challenging and rewarding each and every time…. B.C.

..I just want to send you a personal thank you for B. receiving the Dylan Reichelt Memorial
Award. He was more than thrilled to have the honour of this award. We really enjoyed the
MJT events this year. It was his biggest year so far in competitions and he's truly grown
through this golf program. It’s so great to see that the kids can be recognized for all their hard
work and efforts throughout the season. These kids are so fortunate to be part of the MJT
organization. Each and every event has been so well organized. Your staff are amazing! It's
what truly makes these events worthwhile. So, thank you again for all your work in making it
happen for the kids all season! I'm so glad he's a part of it! … M.C., BC

MJT - Thank you so very much. I cannot express enough how much we appreciate this
scholarship. The MJT tour has created some wonderful memories for Marc, therefore this
scholarship money is truly meaningful. M.S., SK

With the help of Trent Matson from the MJT and Jen from RY2C, I would've never had the
exposure I had …As such, I will be attending Wayland Baptist University to play golf and study
Sports
Management. Thanks Trent and Jen! D.H., BC

Louis and Trent - We just wanted to send our sincere thank you. Meghan and Heather had an
amazing trip to Australia. They made so many new friends from all over the world. Thank you

to Louis for being an awesome coach. They learned a lot from you. …. Thank you to Maple
Leaf Junior Tour and Tugo for making this adventure possible. … such an amazing tournament.
We really cannot express how grateful we are! A.&M.M., ATL

Dave and Trent - Just wanted to thank you for the opportunity Dylan got to represent MJT and
Canada at the JNG event in Australia. Louis, thank you for looking after our son like he was
one of your own. Dylan said you were awesome and he always felt safe. And thank you to all
the sponsors for making this event possible for our kids. C.H., ON

Thanks for everything you and MJT does. It truly is the Road to College Golf in Canada. K.J. SK

I have enjoyed playing MJT this year, and I'm looking forward to the future years of MJT golf.
N.C. ON

Jeff - I just want to thank you so much for the work you and the interest you have shown in our
family. D.N., MB

I would like to add that her experience with MJT this season was very positive and we found the
events to be very competitive, we'll run and first class in every respect. R.B., ON

Thanks for all the things MJT does to support the players. K.N., BC

I wanted to thank you for everything you have done for the MJT tour this past weekend in
Niagara Falls, Ontario. I enjoyed the tournament and the venue and met a lot of great people
there. I hope Tugo continue to support the MJT and junior golf in Canada as this is the best
sport to play. Hope to see you next year. S.S., AB

Thanks so much for wonderful compliments and opportunity to be part of such a great event!
The gang at Hunters Pointe are amazing and great community people so was a pleasure to
head there and meet you, feed the kids and see some of my friends! Wow! Looking forward to
next year! D.Z., Boston Pizza ON

Dave - thanks so much for an outstanding event! The kids loved the team format as did we as
coaches!

You and your staff are first class all the way and your center at Whistle Bear continues to be the
best development center model in Ontario in mine and Ryan's opinion. J.P., ON

Vince - just wanted to reach out to you and thank you and all of the people associated with
MJT for giving Taylor an "experience of a life time”. Taylor particularly mentioned how much
attention you paid to all your team ensuring they had what they needed while playing or not.
Your efforts certainly did not go unnoticed. Thank you so much. K.C., BC

I am extremely happy to accept this invitation to the MJT National Championship this
year! C.D. ON

Thanks for everything over the past couple years. I really enjoyed my junior golf. The
atmosphere and the coordinators were just outstanding, and I'll forever remember the events
and the people I've met along the way. J.M. AB

I will be travelling with team Canada to Australia. I would like to thank you for the bags,
uniforms, and all that you sent us. I am so excited. It is going to be an amazing experience and
an unbelievable tournament. I couldn’t thank you enough for your support and your
sponsorship. D.H., ON

I wish to thank you for your generous support and donation towards junior golf in Australia. I
am extremely excited at the opportunity that has been provided to me, due in great part to
Tugo’s donations towards our golf bags, uniforms, and tournament fees. Without the support
of companies like yours, this opportunity would never have been afforded to me. It really is a
chance of a lifetime, and I will always be grateful for the opportunity. J.P. AB

I would like to thank Muira Golf for sponsoring the 2016 MJT International Players
Championship at The Fairmont Jasper Park Lodge. I would also like to thank Muira Golf for
supporting Junior Golf and for all the generous prizes that were presented at the tournament. I
placed 4th in the Bantam Age group and won a lovely Muira Golf bag which I will be proud to
use. Once again, thanks for all your generous support. L.Q., AB

You're the best Trent. Thank you very much for an amazingly run season of tournaments! Abi
was new to MJT this year and we have loved how well organized and fun every tournament
was. You are a true inspiration to these kids and as parents we appreciate that. Every day is
not easy and mentors like you DO make the kids want to come back after a round that wasn't
their best. T.H., AB

Thank you for the excellent prize. I really appreciate it! D.D., (Richard Dou)

I competed this month in the MJT Jasper golf tournament that was sponsored by Muira Golf. I
want to say thank you for sponsoring such a great event. I was very fortunate to finish in
second place in the Bantam boys group. With that finish I won a set of Muira Wedges. They
look and feel awesome. Thank you again for helping to make this tournament possible. I know
I am very lucky to be able to compete in such a great event. R.H., (Ryan Hodgins)

Thank you MJT on behalf of the Schmidt family. It has been an amazing year and the all the
hard work of your staff definitely did not go unnoticed. I would like to congratulate you on a
great year here in Saskatchewan. My daughter was always excited to compete in every
event. Looking forward to next year. J.S., SK

Elaine – (Re: Go Golf! Junior clinic) If the goal was to encourage kids to try golf then mission
accomplished. My son asked as we were walking to the car when he would be able to play in a
tournament. Thanks for the positive reinforcement. S.L., BC

Trent - On behalf of JNJG, and from me personally, I just wanted to say a big thank you to you
and everyone at the MJT for all the work that went into making our trip to Canada a successful
one. I know just how hard it is to run a tournament and to keep everyone happy, and the
lengths that all the MJT staff went to, especially you, made us feel very welcome. The course
and facility was out of this world. D.H., Australia

On behalf of the four of us we would like to thank you and the staff of the MJT for all you did to
make our time in Canada unforgettable and giving us the opportunity to play golf in another
country. Having the ability to meet new people on a totally new golf course is probably one the
best experiences of our lives. We also wanted to thank you for the MJT Hats that will symbolise
our time in Canada and ensure that the experience is kept for life. S., G., H., J., Australia

We as a family enjoy the MJT events. NeIl and his crew do a wonderful job for the MJT during
the events and we appreciate his devotion to Junior Golf. Josef wants to play more MJT events
this year and we are trying to encourage more of his friends to play in the MJT as well. C.K.,
WA

This is a well run event and your advisors should have a great time. R.A., Freedom 55 Financial
ON

I'm thrilled to represent MJT Team BC in this great tournament. Thank you very much for this
great opportunity and I look forward to playing on the team. T.L., BC

Trent - Thanks for all the work you've done running the tour and what you've done for me
individually. G.N., AB

I have been a supporter of the MJT since my days in junior golf and my trip to Arizona! B.A.,
ATL

Conor loves the Maple Leaf Junior Tour and the game of golf. M.C., ATL

The MJT has been a great experience for him! D.H., SK

Elaine - just wanted to let you know that yesterday was outstanding. It was great to meet the
team and I have to say, the kids were fantastic. G.W., Ford of Canada

On behalf of my family, I would like to thank you for accepting us to visit and play the junior
tournament. It was a great experience and they made some friends who they might meet
again in future. L.M., UK

Hi Trent! I can't thank you enough for all the help! It's great to have such a helpful contact in
Canada! M.L., Davenport University

Thanks for organizing such a great event in Nanton on the weekend. My boys had a great time
and learned a ton about playing in a competitive golf tournament. C.L., AB

Neil - Thanks for all that you and the others supporting the MJT tour do on behalf of the
kids. Without your energy, enthusiasm and ongoing efforts, this entire opportunity and
experience wouldn’t be possible. J.R., BC

Thanks for everything. The course was really fun and your crew did a good job running the
tourney. R.L., ON

Thank you for all you do, we have been enjoying the tour so far this season. T.H., AB

I encourage every junior golfer to join the Maple Leaf Junior Tour. You guys run nothing but
professional events! C.P., SK

Thank-you very much for another terrific event. D.B., BC

It’s awesome what you guys are doing. M.P., BC

We had a great time last year. I'm sure it will be amazing again! Thanks so much. K.B., BC

I just wanted to send you an email thanking you for another great tournament this weekend! It
is really fun playing at such prestigious golf courses and having them run so well. C.A., AB

Trent - Your enthusiasm and warm smile was a welcome sight on such a dreary day! C.B., AB

Thank you so much. We had a great time at the first tournament this weekend. J.H., BC

Trent - Just to let you know, Marco was accepted into the sports programme. Thanks for all
your help. M.T., MB

Avery has done very well with her golf and a lot can be attributed to the great events that you
folks put on. We are all grateful. T.S., BC

Trent - we wanted to share with you that Jeremie has recently signed with Valley City State
University in North Dakota. He was offered a golf scholarship and some great academic
scholarships. J.P., AB

Elaine - I really enjoy working with everyone. It's an awesome environment and Tour to be a
part of. S.K., BC

We had a wonderful time at the event at Morgan Creek this past weekend, and it was an
excellent introduction into the world of competitive golf with our son. He really enjoyed
golfing with the other players, and as parents we were very impressed with the exceptional
organization of the event. The organizing team was fantastic with the players, and with the
parents! F.M., BC

Elaine - It's been both a pleasure and an honour to work with you and the MJT. J.H., ON

Great event, Trent. Thanks for hosting us. It's a long way but worth the drive. R.C., BC

Elaine - In addition to the junior development program, you are also the parent development
program :) We are all really looking forward to the next event!! S.T., BC

Elaine & Murray, Thanks again for all the help getting the kids in the event. We had a great
weekend. First class event again this week. L.W., AB

Dear Trent, With regards to my future, I have committed to High Point University in High
Point, NC. I would like to thank you for your involvement with the MJT and all of
the tournaments you have helped to organize. Without your hard work I don't think I would be
able to attend university on a golf scholarship. Thanks again, B.M., AB

Trent- When you left our table that day, Berk turned to his mom and said, “if it wasn’t for Trent
I wouldn’t be going to the US to play golf”. I wanted to pass that along to you. You have an
awesome talent to connect with the kids, and to a parent that’s priceless. Thank you. D.M., AB

Trent, We are at a FCWT event this week in Phoenix. Thanks in large part to you and your
effort, Ronnie has the confidence to play with the 19 year olds and feels like he has as much
right to be here as anyone. MJT is a great program that challenges kids to be their best and
have fun regardless of where they finish. L.P., AB

Trent - I want to thank you for your guidance and encouragement when I was starting down
the college recruitment path; it was a great help to get me started! Over the past year, I was in
contact with many colleges and received really positive feedback all along the way. My hard
work and energy paid off when, last fall, I received a number of great offers from US and
Canadian schools. After weighing the quality of the academics, athletics and costs, I have
chosen to play for the UBC Thunderbirds in September; I am really excited! C.E., AB

Dear Neil, Thank you for all your support in my golf development. V.L., BC

I'm a former member of the MJT and owe a lot of my golf success to the tour. I won an MJT
event in Calgary and had some high finishes in other through my junior membership with MJT.
I developed a nice relationship with Trent Mason who helped me in the latter part of my junior
career. I just recently graduated from Texas A&M University-Commerce where I played for
their NCAA Division II Men's Golf Team. J.M., AB

Thank you MJT and RY2C - Berk recently committed to Doane University in Nebraska for the
upcoming Fall semester. We had approximately 60 schools express interest in Berkeley
attending their school as a result of the easy to use RY2C program. Before we ventured down
the RY2C road I’d heard of probably 30 US schools. UCLA, Duke, UNC, Michigan, Stanford,
basically the same schools we could all name. There’s no way we’d have ever come across
Doane in Crete, Nebraska by ourselves. I honestly don’t know how a parent would even begin
to look for a school without RY2C. Hats off to you Jenn! We had interest from a lot of NAIA
schools, as well from NCAA Div 2 and Div 3. Doane is a NAIA school that we felt was the best
fit for Berk. It was his #1 pick of the offers received and we went down to visit in late
January. That closed the deal for all parties concerned. Without Berkeley’s involvement in

the MJT program and the continued support of Trent and his staff this opportunity would
never have presented itself and Berk may have missed the opportunity of a lifetime. I can’t
say enough good things MJT and RY2C, thank you so much! - D.M. and B.M. - AB

The MJT has been a big part of my golfing career as they have helped me so much along the
way. Their tournaments are really well run and it's great to be able to play in lots of competitive
events near home. Each tournament has such a great environment and they're always tons of
fun. Regards, C.R., NB

Just wanted to thank you guys and the rest of the staff and volunteers again for making this
year such a great year for both myself and all the other kids involved in the MJT tour this
season. I have never played on such a well run and organized tour. Thanks again and I hope to
see you next year! D.I. - ON

I am just writing this email to thank you for organizing and running such a spectacular event
with the MJT National Championship. I had a lot of fun down in Florida, and also learned a lot
from all the different speakers that talked to us in the opening banquet. Overall it was just an
unbelievable experience and I hope that the event continues and hopefully I will be able to take
part in it again! Thanks again....... C.D.- ON

Trent-I just wanted to thank you for taking the time to meet with me this past weekend at
Reunion Resort. It was a phenomenal event and I was very impressed with both the level of
play and the friendliness of the entire staff. C.H.-Coach, Johnson & Wales University, North
Miami

Although I didn't get the joy of attending the National Championship in Florida this year, D and
M both said it was another great weekend. M's big into basketball as well, so that was a treat
to go with other golfers to watch an NBA game. And the icing on the cake was getting to meet
Retief... So thank you for putting on another great weekend for these junior golfers.…D, K &
M. T., BC

I wanted to thank you and all the MJT gang for all you do for junior golf.... Sam loves golf and
loves competing at your events. Thanks again. G.R. – ATL

We would just like to say thank you again for organizing an awesome tournament!! We are
very grateful to have been invited and able to make the trip. It was just a great experience for
us. Colby met Annika, Lydia & Retief!! That was the cherry on top!! Thanks again!! ... M. F., SK

This was the best tournament we have ever played that we’ve spent money to travel to. The
atmosphere was really good. It was fun to meet people from other provinces. It was well
organized. Everything was well thought out. People have asked me about it and I have nothing
but great things to tell them… …..KK, PGA of BC

I would like to thank you for the cheque and team shirt I received in this event. I am very
grateful and appreciative to have taken part in this event and representing MJT Ontario this
past weekend at Hunters Pointe. C.C. - Ontario

Thank you so much for helping to make the ITC last week such an enjoyable event for all the
competitors. I can't thank you enough for providing us with shirts to compete in as well as
donating $250.00 to us. It was such a well run event and I'm extremely grateful that you were a
part of it. I'm looking forward to future MJT international events, thanks to the wonderful
standards and amazing play that happened at Hunters Pointe. Again, I appreciate everything
you did. ......R.K. - Manitoba

I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for your sponsorship towards my entry fee
into this tournament, and providing me with the MJT golf shirts. I had an amazing time at this
tournament, I have golfed throughout Albert and Saskatchewan this summer on the MJT tour,
but this is the first time I have ever qualified for a tournament of this caliber...... A.M. - Alberta

Dave - What a great job you guys did last weekend at the International Team Challenge at
Hunters Pointe Golf Club. I really enjoyed the event and everyone else that I talked to also
loved it. A lot of time and preparation goes into making those events run seamlessly, and I
appreciate your hard work along with the other MJT staff....... T.T. - Ontario

.... enjoyed playing in your team event at Hunter’s Pointe and is looking forward to playing at
Reunion as he has played there in the past...... S.A. - Alberta

Jeff - This was a trip of a lifetime. It was made all the better knowing that you were there to
help and support her and the team. She made a lot of new friends while she was there,
hopefully she will keep in touch with some of them. Thank you again. We know it took quite a
bit of time out of your own life to go with the kids and it is greatly appreciated...... J.R. Saskatchewan

Thank you very much for sponsoring the MJT’s international team challenge and providing
financial support for my teammates and me. I had the chance to meet kids from different
provinces, the United States, and to play a very nice golf course. It was also very cool to be a
part of the inaugural event of something that will hopefully continue for years to come..... C.D.
- Ontario

I would like to send out my greatest thanks for your sponsorship for this event, along with the
$250.00 in funding and the team golf shirts. It is great to have the sponsorship for the event
and represent the MJT at an event like this. Thank you very much again for your funding and
the team shirts...... S.L. - Ontario

Hey Trent - Recruit Yourself to College helped make my dream of playing college golf a reality.
I'm so glad that I have had the chance to meet the people I've met, seen the things I have seen,
and been able to compete the whole time. RY2C has allowed me to have the experience of a
lifetime.... J.W. - Alberta

Tracy - Thanks so much for this. I know Brynn is very appreciative and so are we! Proud parent
day too!...... J.T. – Manitoba

Tracy - I'm thrilled to be a recipient of an MJT scholarship! Everything is greatly appreciated
when it comes to funds for schooling. Thank you very much again for everything...... D.S. Ontario

Tracy - Thank you very much for the email and I am honored that the MJT chose me for one of
their scholarships. I just finished the fall season of my college golf and feel so lucky to be at
university and doing something I love along with my studies...... A.O., ON

Growing up playing on the MJT tour I was able to compete against top level junior golfers from
across the country. Through the years I saw several other MJT players sign at NCAA schools. I
decided to remain in Canada and compete at Lethbridge College while completing a 2 year
degree. Having a few years of NCAA eligibility remaining after finishing at Lethbridge College,
I was introduced to Recruit Yourself to College. The program was very simple to understand,
and was well worth the investment. I am very thankful for the opportunities that have come
from using the Recruit Yourself to College program and playing my junior golf through the
MJT. I would highly recommend using Recruit Yourself to College for any junior golfers who
dream of playing collegiate golf in the U.S........J.M. - Alberta

Trent - Thank you for everything that you do at Maple Leaf Junior Tour for all of us juniors. It
really is remarkable that you and your staff are able to consistently host and organize some of
the best junior events all across Canada so often throughout the year...... S.K. - Alberta

It is an honour to receive the 2015 MJT Cleveland Golf/Srixon player of the year Award for my
age division. I would like to thank you for your continual support of the MJT tour. Without the
MJT and your sponsorship it would be hard for the many juniors like me to compete at a level
that readies us for the next step of competitive golf....... R.T.

Mr. Dodman - I am honored to be The Cleveland/Srixon Player of the Year in my division for
The Maple Leaf Junior Golf Tour. I would like to sincerely thank-you and Cleveland Golf/Srixon
for sponsoring The Maple Leaf Junior Tour. Your sponsorship gives kids like me a great
opportunity to excel at a higher level in golf ...... B.C.

Mr. Dodman - I would like to thank you very much for your consideration and generous
financial sponsorship for the MJT Cleveland Golf Scholarship! I was very happy to be named
runner up for the award. The cash scholarship will come in very handy as I continue to consider
my university options. The MJT tour has been a great experience for me. I have learned so
much about golf and people and competing, I really hope to continue that as I move on to
University.... B.T. - Manitoba

Thank you for this amazing opportunity! I am very proud to be known as a MJT member! J.M.

Trent - Just thought I'd pass on the thanks for your encouragement of J in golfing. It's certainly
paid off. All possible due to you and MJT. He’s now made it to Team Canada. Thanks again for
everything that you do. I certainly won't forget the encouragement. M.D. – British Columbia

Trent - First, a big thank you for Keenan's scholarship. I don't know who decided, but
personally want to thank every MJT staffer I talk to. Our whole family is a big fan of MJT. Also,
thought I'd let you know that Keenan now also has a Div 2 scholarship offer which stemmed
directly from Recruit Yourself 2 College...... J.F., BC

I'd like to thank MJT and Trent for all that they've done for my sons. Without MJT, J would not
have advanced to where he is today. We have used the MJT resources as much as we can and
hugely benefited from it. Trent has gone above and beyond. Can't say enough about these
guys. M.D., British Columbia

The support MJT and RY2C has provided Jeff has been instrumental in finding the best match
for his future as a student-athlete. It is my conviction that without their expertise and advice,
this opportunity would not have been made possible!..... J.D. - Alberta

Without the MJT and the RY2C, I probably would not be a member of the South Dakota State
University Jackrabbits this year. First of all, the opportunity to play in great tournaments,
which featured quality competition, was a great experience for me. In regards to RY2C, it was
a great chance to get my name out there and see what opportunities were available to me at
the college level. I am fortunate to have been involved with the MJT and am grateful for the
doors it helped open for me......J.L.

Trent, James and I wanted to take a minute of your time to say thank you and everyone at MJT
for a great year and final tournament. Some may have scored well while others may not be
overly happy with the result but the facts are, the tourney was fantastic……J & J.R., AB

Tweet: Thanks to @maplejt for putting on a great weekend at Reunion Resort! Great time with
the whole @golfperfcenter crew! KJ, ON

Tweet: Great to meet Retief Goosen today! Thanks @maplejt @bostonpizza @TaylorMadeCA
for a fantastic event @ReunionResort. LB, ON

Dear Trent, Elaine, Jeff and the MJT Team, thank you for hosting another amazing National
Tournament. I'm not sure where all of these young golfers would be without all of your hard
work, dedication and support. … thank you for all of the opportunities, support and
encouragement you have provided …, it really has been an amazing few years.......Sincerely,
R&P T., SK

The MJT has been a big part of Katie’s development for both golf and as a young women. The
venues, competition, players, your attention to it being the Best Tour has not gone unnoticed.
Marina and I would like to thank you all. Katie will continue to enjoy the events as she
concludes her MJT eligibility, and the start of her College Experience...... S.M. - MB

Thanks for everything along the way. Being from northern BC, the Maple Leaf tour gave me
the best opportunity to compete and develop. I hope to see you sometime in the upcoming
season!... A.V. - BC

I'd like to thank MJT and Trent for all that they've done for my sons (Jared and Russell).
Without MJT, Jared would not have advanced to where he is today. We have used the MJT
resources as much as we can and hugely benefited from it. Trent has gone above and beyond
helping Jared. Can't say enough about these guys....MD, BC

Thanks, Neil. Will miss playing the MJT. You guys always run a good tournament! Everyone
who plays is very lucky to have a tour like yours. Appreciate it! ..... L.T. – British Columbia

Congratulations on another successful tournament – all of you at MJT really do an excellent job
and we are so proud to be a part of this incredible organization. D.M. – British Columbia

So nice to be part of such an amazing day. C.G. – British Columbia

He has made some really good friends through MJT..... P.F. - Alberta

My two sons are MJT members and have been having a great time in the events in Atlantic this
year.... we look forward to future MJT events in Atlantic Canada! .... G.B. – Atlantic Canada

Hi Trent – We want to thank you for everything that you have done for us this season, and all
that you do for Junior Golf...... J.P. - Alberta

Great tournament at Carnmoney. Thank you all for your hard work..... L.K. – Alberta

Thank you for your continued support for M. and all of the MJT athletes.......L.D. – Alberta

Trent - Just wanted to thank you for a couple of things: 1) running an amazing tour for kids of
varying abilities to get to better know themselves as golfers and people. 2) having such a great
culture with MJT where kids get the correct perspective about how golf should be about fair
competition, getting the most out of yourself, meeting other great kids who also love the
game, and having fun. You’re a good man and a good soul. Thanks for allowing that to rub off
on our kids. Means a lot. ............ B.P. - Alberta

Thank you for organizing this event... had a great time!........... A.B. – British Columbia

Good day Trent! - Once again, 'Thank You' to you and all your colleagues for a great golfing
season.... had a great time and thoroughly enjoyed playing in the tournaments. We are very
glad that the PeeWee division was added to MJT this year. Thanking you kindly for everything
this golfing season. ................ D.Q. - Alberta

Thanks again for another wonderful tournament.... it was a great season. ............ T.M. –
Manitoba

We have enjoyed our time at the last two tournaments and wish to continue our
journey............ J.L. - Alberta

I want to thank you again for all of your work on another great year with the Maple Leaf Junior
Tour............ R.M. - Alberta

Wow, T. is going to be over the top. THANKS !!!! He has officially accepted............ J.S. Alberta

I gladly accept the invitation to play in the 2015 MJT Boston Pizza National Championship at
The Reunion Resort. Thank you very much for this opportunity and I look forward to playing in
the championship at the beginning of November. Thank you again............... J.A. – Alberta

Hi Trent - I just wanted to take this opportunity to thank you for giving me the chance to play
this past weekend in the international team challenge. It was a lot of fun and I am happy that I
was able to represent Alberta well. Also, I wanted to let you know that my parents are grateful
for the cheque enclosed in our welcome gift. Hope to see you next year at a few events!...........
J.R. - Alberta

I would like to thank you and the rest of the Maple Leaf Junior Tour staff for giving me this
opportunity to compete in this special event. I am also just confirming my acceptance and
confirming my spot into the MJT Boston Pizza National Championship........... D.C. - Alberta

I have played many MJT tournaments this year and past years and it is always an honor to
represent the MJT and without sponsors like yourself I wouldn't get the opportunity so thank
you very much for supporting my dream and many of my peers also, me and my fellow
competitors really appreciate all the support! What people like you do for golf in Canada is
amazing and I am grateful to play on the MJT!............ E.N. – Ontario

Thanks Trent! This has been very helpful throughout the whole process.... Your advice is
always appreciated! ............. D.D. – Alberta

I wanted to thank you for the 250 dollar contribution and the team golf shirts for the ITC at
Hunters Pointe last weekend. It was a great event and we all had a lot of fun. .......... E.S. –
Ontario

I had a lot of fun this summer on the MJT Tour........... J.R. – Alberta

Mini-Tour Under 12 Questionnaire: Why did you choose to play in this event? Because I saw it
online and I figured I’d try it. So I tried it and I liked it a lot. The people are nice and I think it’s
the best junior tour around the world. A.L. – British Columbia

Belated thanks again to you and your team for a wonderful event in Phoenix last month. It was
fantastic from start to finish...........S.P. Alberta

Hello all at MJT, I would like to thank you for all the great tournaments you organized and
held over the past few years. When I started playing this game four years ago, MJT was the
first tour I joined and first tournament I ever participated in. I enjoyed the way the
tournaments were professionally run and the strong competition at most events. Playing
MJT allowed me to continuously learn and improve from every tournament. Overtime,
MJT was a building block for my golf game. After early struggles, I gradually started to be able
compete with the field, and eventually win on various tours. I really appreciate everything you
guys did! I wanted to let you know that I recently signed a National Letter of Intent to play
Division 1 golf at Seattle University. I will be receiving both athletic and academic scholarships
when I attend in Fall 2015............R.H, British Columbia

My son Nick had a great experience participating in the North American Junior Amateur
Championship in Phoenix over the Christmas Holidays. It is great to hear that MJT is hosting
more qualifying tournaments in 2015. Nick and I would strongly recommend others to
participate in this tournament for both the opportunity and the experience. It was also great to
see other Canadians participate and do well in the tournament as well…. Thanks again for your
support and commitment to Junior Golf in Canada. The experiences Nick has had as a junior
golfer through the MJT has been great for his development both on and off the course. T.S,
Ontario.

Thank you very much for that, something we can treasure for many years to come. I am sure
Chloe is going home with lots of fantastic memories, so thank you to you and your staff for
making this happen. K.T, Australia

Thank you for making it possible for Ilirian to play the MJT Season opener. He thoroughly
enjoyed the experience and was very impressed with the way the tournament was
organized. J.Z, British Columbia

….I would just like to thank you for the opportunity to represent MJT in those team matches . It
was a great experience, on and off the golf course. It was very well run, thanks for setting it up
and allowing me the opportunity to play. M.J, Alberta

Hi Elaine, thank you so much for the email. This is the most exciting news in the past three
months. Victoria is thrilled and so honoured to represent MJT and Canada for this world event.
She will keep up the effort and work even harder in the coming days. C.L, British Columbia.
Loved my time with MJT….. I believe you are offering a great service and providing super value
at the same time. …. D.I, Manitoba

….. I am very honoured that I earned this award and my Dad keeps on saying "this award
means more than a win". I have loved all of the MJT events that I have played in and all of the
kids seem to have a blast! Thank you for choosing me as the person for this award. It means a

lot to me! I look forward to see you at the next event and thank you so much for hosting these
events! J.C, Alberta

Dear Murray, We are writing to you today to commend you and your Maple Leaf Junior Tour
team for all the years of golf enjoyment your organization has provided for our son and
ourselves. We appreciated the professionalism. From the prizes, to the pizza after, to the
MJT banners as we drove into the golf courses, to the press releases to the local newspapers:
all those features made the events special for the kids. Many thanks to you Murray, and all
your MJT team. You’re making a difference in the lives of young people. I can’t imagine a
more valuable legacy than that. S.B., P.B., BC
___________________
I just want to thank the MJT for all of your hard work. Without the MJT in Manitoba there
would be very few junior tournaments in the province. With respect, I.S., MB
___________________
Good morning Elaine and Trent, We are always very happy to support Junior golfers, as they
are the future of the industry; and with great programs like the MJT, it’s a no-brainer for Loft8
to want to join in! Thanks again for running a great program, and we’re all looking forward to
working with MJT again! Evelyn Paik, Loft8
___________________
Thank you for the past 4 years. I've always enjoyed playing in your well run tournaments. R.H.,
BC
___________________
Wow. It is great to see the success of your programs. Congratulations, you should be very
proud.
George Melville Chairman & Owner Boston Pizza International Inc.
___________________
Trent, just thought I would say hello and let you know that 2 of your MJT grads both won
individual titles Nicklaus Kennedy and Adam Svensson. They both owe a lot to MJT for the
great junior programs you folks offer to the players in Canada. Keep growing and producing
Canada’s next PGA and LPGA players. Thanks G.V. ON
___________________

Hi Elaine,Thank you so much for the opportunity to go to Australia, it was an amazing
experience. We had a great first day in Sydney visiting the Oprah House and walking around
the harbour, it was really nice being able to spend that time talking and getting to know
everyone on our team. The tough course conditions challenged all of our games in different
ways. Although I didn’t play as well as I had hoped it was still a lot of fun to meet lots of great
people and to see the standard of golf in other countries. Thank you again for the
opportunity. T. T., BC
___________________
To Maple Leaf Junior Tour, Thank you very much for giving me the opportunity to represent
Team Canada MJT at the 2014 Srixon International Junior Classic in Australia. My coach and
chaperone, Louis Melanson, is a very supportive & knowledgeable coach, and he was so nice
and fun to be around during the week in Australia. I had such an amazing week in Australia
with my teammates, coach and the many new friends that I met, and I will treasure those
memories forever!! Thank you very much! Yours in golfing, A.G., ON
___________________
This experience was one I will never forget. I would love to thank the MJT for giving us the
opportunity to live this experience. I made life long friends that I will keep in touch with. I
would do anything to go back. It opened us to what level of golf we must climb to. Srixon is a
great junior golf supporter and so is MJT. I am thankful I made the trip! S.R., NB
___________________
Just wanted to say thank you for the amazing experience I had in Australia thanks to the MJT. I
enjoyed getting to know my teammates and the other juniors from around the world. I could
not have asked for a better group of people to take the trip with, I enjoyed every minute of it
and would take it again in a heartbeat! I really appreciated all the time and effort put in by
everyone to make the event possible for our team, thanks to Trent for all the effort he put into
organizing this for us. I really like the new Srixon bag, it was great. I would just like to say a
special thank you to Louis for all of his help over the past week. He was a great chaperone,
coach and an excellent chauffeur! Thanks again, A.C., AB
___________________
My son and I both feel that the MJT do a fantastic job!!! Keep up the good work and Thank-you.
D.W., ON
___________________
Thanks Elaine. We’ve really enjoyed your tour this season. With kind regards, A.D., ON

___________________
We would like to thank the MJT for continuing to promote and provide opportunities for young
boys and girls to play the wonderful game of golf. Sincerely, J.B., MB
___________________
Thx so much for everything this year Trent. …. N.C., AB
___________________
MJT Staff, I would like to thank every one of you for the work you put into the Maple Lear
Junior Tour and everything you do for the kids and their families. What you guys do is
remarkable and really helped me grow as not only a golfer but as a person. MJT helped me as a
competitor and helped me with my dedication to the game and learn how to accomplish my
goals not only in golf but in all my goals outside of golf. I had recently got my PGA of Canada
Pro card and am now a candidate for membership in the association. MJT helped me so much
in pursuing my card and I wanted to thank everybody for that. …..I can't say thank you enough
to the MJT and its staff …. I like to think of MJT as my first step into becoming a professional
golfer and keep growing and learning everyday….. keep on doing what you’re doing and
making golf fun for Juniors for years to come. Sincerely, J.D., AB
___________________
Trent; Thanks for a great event in Jasper. What a place! We will plan a family vacation around
this event next year! B.M., AB
___________________
Thank you very much! We are very pleased with how well this tour is run. Definitely looking
forward to next season. T.K.,ON
___________________
Good morning Mr. Matson, I had a great experience participating in the last 2 MJT events and
am pursuing more events to play this fall and winter. I continue to work hard and stay
committed to improving my golf game as I have a goal of playing competitively for a university
in the US. This vision will allow me to reach my potential as a player as I pursue playing golf as
a career choice. N.B., BC
___________________
Hi Trent, Great event again this week, Tiegan really enjoyed the course and will look to play the
event again next year. N.T., BC

___________________
Hi Trent, just wanted to say that we really appreciate the hard work you guys put in with MJT
program. It is a pleasure to be part of it and really can't say enough about what a great
experience you give junior golfers and there families. Thank you and look forward to next
year. S. & T.M., AB
___________________
Dear Mr. Robinson, Thank you for the wonderful team uniforms. Wearing it on course makes
me feel proud to be part of Team Canada. I really appreciate all you hard work. S.X., BC
___________________
Hi Mr. Robinson, Thank you so much for sponsoring our son and for providing him with the
uniforms. Playing in this tournament truly was a wonderful experience for him! Sincerely, D. &
I.K., MB
___________________
Mr Pat Robinson, I just want to thank you for your generous support to junior golf. It has
allowed me to play in one of the largest Junior tournaments in the world (Callaway Junior
Worlds) and to gain valuable experience and meet fellow competitors from around the world.
Without your support this would not have been possible. The golf shirts and hat were also very
much appreciated and I wore them proudly during competition for all three rounds.
Unfortunately I did not win but tied for 36 overall - maybe next time! Again thank you to you
and your company for all your support. Yours, C.D., BC
___________________
Dear Maple Leaf Junior Tour Staff: I just wanted to take this opportunity to thank you for
organizing another great event down here in sunny Windsor. Your tournaments have always
been well organized and professionally run. My son Patrick McCann has thoroughly enjoyed
attending the various events over the last few years, especially those in our area. S.M., ON
___________________
I want to thank you on your very fast response and consideration. With Jax being a member at
the Willows Golf and Country Club for 8 years, enjoys the opportunity to play in the MJT. Its
been an experience for both Jax and us parents. Thanks, B.G., SK
___________________

Just wanted to THANK YOU for the great session out at Predator! My son really enjoyed it &
everyone was so kind & fun. Very great experience! Appreciate all the planning & volunteering
to hold a great event. M.W., BC
___________________
Marcus has been a member with the MJT tour for 5 years including this year. He’s had many
great experiences and has met many good friends along the way. Guys like Murray, Neil and
many of the other MJT staff have been fantastic to say the least. Thanks again for
everything!! Regards, S.B., BC
___________________
Hi Trent, Thanks also for mentioning Brendan to the coaches from University of West Virginia,
University of Arkansas, Little rock and University of Louisiana, Monroe. Brendan did reach out
to all of them and has had good contact with Sean Covich after the Canadian Junior. Your help
is certainly very much appreciated. B.M., AB
___________________
Dear Trent, I would like to thank you for all the work you did organizing and supporting MJT
team Canada at the callaway jr worlds. It was a fantastic experience I learned so much, met so
many new people and had tons if fun! I look forward to seeing you at some more MJT events in
the near future. Sincerely, A.A., AB
___________________
Mr. Pat Robinson, On behalf of our son and ourselves, we would like to thank you for your
support/funding and uniforms provided to Noah to attend the Calaway World Juniors this year.
The support of organizations like yours greatly assists junior golfers and the opportunites to
participate in international events such as this, where funding is solely the responsible of the
golfer (family) and is not an inexpensive journey. Much appreciated, N.K., SK
___________________
Thanks Tracy, much appreciated. It an honor to be part of the MJT organization and wish you
all a great season. Jim Bowie, Canterbury Golf
___________________
The package has arrived. Most outstanding shirts and hat. Dylan will be styling. I hope his golf
will be as good as he looks in these shirts. Thank-you, G.B., BC
___________________

Thank you Elaine. Andrew is gearing up for the Nova Scotia Men's Amateur starting next
Thursday. It is on a course where he won a Junior Invitational and then, later in the same week,
made the NS Junior team a few years ago. Hope the good luck is still there! Take care and all
the best! R.R., NS
___________________
Hey Murray, Thanks again for a great event at Predator Ridge last week. Very well done.
Thanks as well for the opportunity to participate. Enjoy the balance of your summer! Cheers
and have a great day! Jeff Clark, Kitchen Partners
___________________
Trent, we can't thank you enough for taking the time to respond and send this email...we have
passed it on to Matthew. Again, thank you to you and your staff for your respect towards
Matthew, we can appreciate that it wasn't easy for you or your staff either. Your
thoughtfulness and this supportive email have made him feel much better about himself and
he is willing to give it another go. L.D., AB
___________________
Hello Mr. Matson, I just want to get in touch and express my appreciation for being considered
for such an honor. It is really humbling and very exciting to be short-listed. Regardless of
whether I am selected or not I really am grateful and excited to be short-listed. I began playing
MJT tournaments this year and have enjoyed both the events I have participated in and also
have been fortunate to play very well. Thank you again very much. I hope to be in touch with
you again soon. Sincerely, S.K., BC
___________________
Thanks for the many years of great golf memories. J.V., BC
___________________
Hi Neil, Just wanted to thank you for yet another successful jr golf clinic. The feedback I have
received has been exceptional. You and your team do such a fantastic job!! Michelle JonesRuppel, West Coast Auto Group
___________________
Hi Trent, Well done on organizing such a great event at the Fairmont Banff Springs, It's
defiantly got Tiegan fired up and she's now going to play Jasper and Predator Ridge in
August. N.T., AB

___________________
Hi Trent, Just wanted to say thanks for the tournament and great catching up a little while
down there. Rusty had a good time and of course the tournament was 100%, as if there was
any doubt. M.T.,BC
___________________
Thank you MJT and Jeff Chambers for all the work you do to promote junior golf. T.B., SK
___________________
Well done Elaine and I really enjoyed the comments from the participants. George Melville,
Boston Pizza
___________________
Thank you very much. We really appreciate it and we look forward to attending your
tournaments this season. R. & J.L., AB
___________________
Just a quick note say thanks so much for the MJT Kikkor Classic at Northview last
weekend. This was the first MJT event my son participated in and if I had to grade the event I’d
give it an A + ! … Communication about the event has been terrific, all aspects of the
tournament was well organized, folks were friendly and helpful; and from what I could see, the
tournament ran without a hitch, even despite what must have been a scramble due to the
change in locations. Congratulations to everyone involved as I can well appreciate that’s no
easy feat ! !. As a new parent to the MJT I am thoroughly impressed! Thanks again and we
look forward to the next event ! L.A., BC
___________________
Thanks for sending through pictures and nice to see that the franchisees are engaged in the
local events. It is always great to have for franchisee meetings. Joanne Forrester, Boston
Pizza
___________________
Thanks Elaine, Coming from the snow in Saskatchewan for the first few rounds of the year was
a great opportunity for Matt in spite of the weather! Being able to see new courses, meet new
people and be a part of the season opener was an experience he will not forget. Thanks to
Neil, Murray and everyone else who organized the weekend. Best Regards, M.B., SK

___________________
Thanks Elaine, You guys are great! Never expected a refund. The same thing happened to
Mitchell last weekend with a different tournament and we didn’t get anything back from
them. Proves once again, why we like the MJT so much. You can’t help the weather, but just
shows again how much the MJT cares about it’s players and families. Have a great week! K.T.,
BC
___________________
Elaine, Our positive perspective on the folks at MJT continues to grow! The question came up
from one parent on Sunday and I said that I bet you would automatically offer a credit which is
exactly what you did. Thank you and all of your team that attend the events with contagious
enthusiasm. Thanks again, J.R., BC
___________________
Hi Trent, I had to leave banff right after my round, I just wanted to say the tournament was
great and well organized, looking forward to the next one. Thanks, T.V., AB
___________________
Hi Jeff, Jarrett was one of the kids that took part in your free junior clinic at swift this past
weekend on Saturday evening. You were kind enough to help with a swing tip and placement
of ball and spent a few minutes with him one on one. He was inspired by your comments, tips
and shared golf experiences. I also appreciated the couple minutes of your time to talk drivers
and club fitting. Thx. D.B., SK
___________________
Also wanted to add praise for the MJT tour and staff. Marco joined in 2012 and we are very
happy to be playing. We have travelled to Saskatchewan and Ontario as well as playing
Manitoba events. MJT runs a great program. M.T., MB
___________________
Hi Trent, Thank you again for all your hard work this weekend in Lacombe. Cassidy was and is
excited about playing more MJT's this year. D.C., AB
___________________
THANK-YOU So Much!! That is so nice of you! Thanks again for your thoughtfulness---I will
pass along your kind regards to Austin! L.F., SK

___________________
Thanks very much for sharing Elaine! Now all we need is some sunshine!! Cheers and talk
soon!
Kind Regards, Gary Makar | Sundog Eyewear
___________________

Dear Trent Matson, This is Brendan MacDougall. First off, thank you for your help in the
recruitment process over the past week. It is greatly appreciated. D.M., AB
___________________
Hello Mr. Robinson, Thank you very much for funding team Canada MJT, and for the MJT
uniforms. It was a very valuable experience, and I very much look forward to hopefully
representing the MJT again next year. Sincerely, S.L., WA
___________________
Thank You Trent! It was very nice to meet you as well! I have received nothing but positive
feedback from the parents! A few emails and phone calls have been sent my way saying thank
you and they hope it happens again next year! Thanks, Jodi Prosser, Woodridge Ford Lincoln
Ltd.
___________________
Thank you very much for the advice and direction you provided during the past year as we
researched the many school choices. Your help was invaluable. We have visited the school
and do believe we have found a school that offers a solid education and an opportunity for
John to continue to grow his golf skills. Thank You, A.G., NS
___________________
Just a big - THANK YOU - to Murray Poje and all the staff at MJT, for the last 8 years our
daughter has played MJT events and your program has molded her into a champion golfer
and a respectful young woman. Your events have played a major part in her development. We
are proud to announce that she has signed to play golf for the University of Northern Colorado
Bears Division 1, Big Sky Conference under a full scholarship. Keep up the good work, golf is a
great way to mold our children in a positive lifestyle. Thanks for all you do! Best Regards K.M.,
M.M.,K.M., BC
___________________

Hi Elaine! The support you and the BC staff have shown (my son) in his darker days last year,
and during the event in Orlando have resulted in him having the confidence to contact and
discuss placement with a number of college coaches - ………… I am hoping (we) will have some
really good news to share with the MJT when he plays next month. He has an offer to play and
we will possibly be signing next week. I cannot emphasize enough what a life changing
weekend the Reunion event was for (us), and I will truly be looking for ways to continue my
involvement with the MJT……….. The MJT staff and the pros have really established a great
tour, that is very accessible to all levels of play………… P.L. & S. L., BC/MB
___________________
"I would love to thank all the volunteers and staff that dedicate their handwork and time to the
MJT organization. Without their work I wouldn't of had the opportunity to play in this amazing
tour. Thank you." L.R., BC
___________________
Hello Murray,
I would like to thank you for all the many junior golf tournaments that you made possible to
play when I was a junior and continue to do. Thank you for the advice and encouragement to
continue in my golf career. Currently, I am living in France and study journalism and playing
golf. Recently, I played in the Alps Q School in December and going for another shot in March.
Happy New Year 2014!
A.M., BC
___________________
Hi Tracy, Thanks so much to you and Murray for taking care of this. I really appreciate the kind
offer and I know the kids are really looking forward to a fun season with MJT……Kind
regards, Y.C. (BC)
___________________
West Coast Ford Lincoln has been involved with the Ford Go Golf! Junior Clinics for 8 years now
and have witnessed first-hand the professionalism of execution and how much the community
enjoys the event. It is a fantastic program that introduces golf to kids, a sport that sometimes
gets overlooked. I am very proud that the clinics have introduced golf to nearly 3000 kids in
B.C. since inception. The exposure that we receive as a dealership being part of this program is
wonderful. Michelle Jones-Ruppel, West Coast Ford Lincoln
___________________
Hello Trent -- it was a pleasure talking to you last night about the college scholarships, the
information you gave us was invaluable. ….-- thank you, C&P, AB

___________________
Hi Trent:
… I would like to thank you, the MJT and Travel Underwriters for the support and funding for
this amazing trip. Trevor had an outstanding time, and has not stopped talking about the trip
since his return. The golf was fantastic, but the opportunity to meet fellow Canadians as well
as others from all over the world, were the highlight of his trip. He has kept in contact with
many of the friends he has met. Please extend our thanks to all involved in making this trip
possible. Thanks, D&S.R., (ON)
___________________
Hi MJT!
….Nic is currently attending the University of Missouri Kansas City. He is currently enrolled in
their Bachelor of Business Administration program. He is on a golf scholarship and is playing in
NCAA Div 1. Playing on the MJT was a wonderful experience for our family, and definitely
played a huge role in getting him to where he is today! Thank you all! C.S. (AB)
___________________
Chris wouldn't be where he is today if he hadn't gained the tournament experience and earned
the confidence needed to play collegiate golf by playing in so many wonderful MJT
events. Thanks for everything! L.W. (AB)
___________________
Michael has thoroughly enjoyed the past two (2) years being involved with the MJT golf events
and the wonderful people involved both here in British Columbia and Alberta. J.G. (BC)
___________________
Hi Elaine, ….Once again a well run event at a great location. Thanks for all your support over
this past year….. P.A. (ON)
___________________
Hi, my son has thoroughly enjoyed playing at MJT events the past 2 summers. I think it is a
fantastic opportunity for young golfers throughout the country to gain experience and make
new friends while improving their golf game….K.O. (MB)
___________________

Thanks again for a great year on the Maple Leaf Junior Golf Tour. G.N. (AB)
___________________
Dear Mr. Robinson,
Thank you for your work with the Maple Leaf Junior Tour. I recently Won the MJT-PGA of
Alberta junior championship and Qualified for the San Diego junior amateur. I thank you for
your generosity for giving my family and I $250 towards our trip. It really helps us move
forward with the travel expenses needed for tournaments like these. It is people like you who
help push juniors in Canada to the next level. Thank you for helping junior golfers compete at
the highest caliber. W.G. (AB)
___________________
Neil, Murray, Elaine & Trent:
Mitchell and I would like to thank you for another great MJT season, capped off by an amazing
weekend in Florida. The resort was beautiful…the golf was great, and to be able to attend a
clinic with Annika was a chance of a lifetime. We always sit down with Mitchell at the
beginning of the season and go through all the tournaments available and then usually let him
pick and choose where he’d like to go. The MJT tourneys are always at the top of his list. Not
only are they competitive, have great prizes, but they are the best run tournaments that
Mitchell’s been a part of. He’s made some great friends on the tour, and now we have a few BP
video bloopers to add to his memory box. Thanks again very much for a great season, we look
forward to seeing you in 2014. Sincerely, K,D&M. T. (BC)
___________________
To all the organizers of the MJT Boston Pizza National Championship,
We would like to thank you for everything you have done over the past weekend. The
tournament, the Annika Sorenstam Clinic, the presentations from the coaches and Dr.
Winters, etc. There was a lot of work done to have this all ready for the young golfers and it
was appreciated. This whole experience was very inspiring and motivating for young
golfers (and even older ones!). And the location was fantastic. We are all leaving with good
memories. Thank you. D.H. & G&N. P. (NB)
___________________
Thank you for another year of support on the Mapleleaf Junior Golf Tour. I am very aware that
without such great sponsors like Cleveland this season would not have been as big of a success.
I am very honored to win the juvenile player of the year as it is one of my biggest
accomplishments to date. Not only would I like to thank you for the wedges but also the

generous donations of golf balls your company gives to each competitor. Thank you for the
sponsorship you provide to the number one played golf tour in the country. W.G., AB
___________________
I would like to say a huge thank you for giving me this opportunity of receiving a $1,000
scholarship. I will be attending Adams State University in Alamosa, Colorado in the fall of 2014.
I'm really excited to experience a new country while learning about their culture and allowing
my golf game to grow. MJT has been a great growing experience for me over these past two
years and without it I don't think I would be where I am in my game right now. I enjoyed each
tournament and meeting golfers from all over Canada. The staff is amazing at every event and
when I'm off on my game they are always right there with encouraging words and smiling
faces. I had an amazing time at the final MJT in Florida and I wish I could do it again next year
but unfortunately I will still be in school. I just wanted to say thank you again for all your hard
work and this opportunity. L.R., BC
___________________
I want to thank you MJT representatives on putting on a very organized fun tourney for the
kids. This was my son’s first golf tourney experience and he had a blast he told me. I just
wanted to take the opportunity to say a job well done…..B.G., SK
___________________
Our first tournament and we were very impressed. Very organized and a lot of fun as well. Mike
was absolutely top drawer! He made our son Eric feel like he belonged and went out of his way
to make him feel comfortable. Great job and very appreciated. Can't wait to do it again.
….D.C.,ON.
___________________
Thank you for a wonderful event. Our nine year son attempted to play in this tour for the first
time and he thoroughly enjoyed the tour and truly had a great time meeting new friends and
players. Thank you to the organizers who did a wonderful job at making the tournament run
smoothly and professionally. A big thank you to the corporate sponsors who continue to
support junior golf and who also help to grow this wonderful game. Looking forward to having
Peter play again in the MJT real soon!!...Kind regards, C.B., ON
___________________
Dave,
Lisa and I just wanted to thank you for an awesome weekend of golf. The course, as you
mentioned, was in great shape plus it was a great layout to test the kids in all facets of the
game. Connor says he thinks it is his new favourite course. This is why we love MJT. You,

Sharon, Dylan, Brett, Mike and the rest of your staff consistently run great tournaments that
offer excellent value and challenge the kids of all levels. A.M., L.M.,…. ON
___________________
A special thanks to the Maple Leaf Junior Tour for all the opportunities that were given to
Keaton over the past 5 years to help grow his game and take him not only to his dream but to
the next level in golf. Thanks again…………… K.J., D.J. & K.J., ON
___________________
Trent and the MJT staff:
We would like to thank you for giving Trevor the opportunity to compete at the East Aurora
International Junior Masters. Although the win was a bonus, the experience of meeting kids
from all over the world was phenomenal. Thanks for all you guys have done to give the players
an opportunity to compete in such prestigious events. Thanks..….D.R., S.R. & T.R., ON
___________________
........by the way I would like to pass along to everyone at MJT, as a parent I think you guys to a
bang up job for junior golf. ….. G.H., SK
___________________

I would like to express my gratitude for the way my grandson was treated this past weekend in
Windsor at his first MJT event. Mr Dave Smallwood was a true gentleman and mentor for
Devan as he struggled with the tee box he was on. He still managed to persevere despite his
size and finished both days on time. The boys he played with should also be commended for
their sportsmanship and patience with a younger first time golfer as well as Dave’s staff. I am
most familiar with your fabulous program as my stepson Nick Kennedy has enjoyed great
success on the MJT tour. Devan will continue on this season with MJT and I will continue to be
a strong supporter and promoter of your wonderful way of giving young golfers an avenue to
experience the great game of golf. Yours sincerely, G.S……., ON
___________________
Thanks so much for an excellent tournament. Very well organized and I had a blast on that
tough course! See you soon, J.L.,….. BC
___________________
I just wanted to send you a quick e-mail to thank you for your willingness to support me as I
travel to TPC Sawgrass this December! I sincerely appreciate your support and am thrilled that

you are willing to offer up $250 towards my trip expenses! I am truly looking forward to this
once in a lifetime experience and hope to be able to play well! Thanks again, It's greatly
appreciated!.. A. M., ON
___________________

Thank you very much for $250 that will be put towards my trip to Texas Junior Golf Tour's
Holiday Classic at Barton Creek. Your support is greatly appreciated….T.F., SK
___________________

Hi Elaine,
I just want to thank you again for helping us out in June by pairing Jakob with other first timers
so as not to discourage him. Well it worked! He had a great time. He now feels very
comfortable with the group of boys and feels like part of the tour……Regards, M.L., ON
___________________

Thank you for helping to cover some of my costs to attend the FCWT PGA west Tournament
this December in La Quinta, California. I am very excited to be able to play in such a prestigious
tournament. Thank you for your support…..A.D., MB
___________________
We are grateful for the opportunities and prizes theses tournaments are offering. P.C., AB
___________________
Just to let you know Erik had a great time at the golf tournament at the Willows golf course in
Saskatoon last Thurs and Friday…..Thank You, A. E., SK
___________________
Trent, thank you for being such wonderful hosts and making us feel right at home….Yours
truly, L & G. R., BC
___________________
Attending the Callaway World Junior championship, an annual event held in San Diego,
California is an honor and a privilege. I am grateful for the opportunity to represent the Maple

Leaf Junior Tour, my province and my country. With that being said, I whole-heatedly thank
you for your support. Your generous donation does not go unnoticed. Respectfully, P.M., AB
___________________

Thank you for giving me the opportunity to attend the (FCG) event at the Sycuan Resort in San
Diego next January, by providing financial assistance towards my tournament expenses. I
accept the invitation and am very excited to be able to take part in this prestigious event.
Thanks again,…J.W-W, ON
___________________
A big thank-you Tracy. Your help is appreciated, and put a smile on Aidan's face…..R.G. ON
___________________

Thanks.......by the way I would like to pass along to everyone at MJT, as a parent I think you
guys do a bang up job for junior golf. …G.H. SK
___________________
Trent, It was so great speaking with you today (about Canada junior golf)……Thank you again
for reaching out as I will definitely be in touch about the up and coming junior players and
Montana for their collegiate golf careers. Good luck to you in this busy season! Emily
Milberger, Head Coach, Women’s Golf, The University of Montana
___________________
Trent…….. thanks again for a great tournament it is always a pleasure to see you and the
family. The tournament was awesome!... J. M., AB
___________________
Hello, my name is Kathy Lim and I was offered a spot in the Callaway Junior Worlds
Championship by the MJT. I was also notified I am receiving $500 courtesy of the MJT via its
fundraising efforts and (Travel Underwriters) sponsorship. I am very thankful and grateful for
this opportunity and support, I will do my best representing Canada in this prestigious
event. Again, thank you for your help, it's greatly appreciated. Have a nice day :) Best Regards,
K.L., BC
___________________
Hi Tracy,
I am happy to inform you that I will be attending the University of Victoria next year. If the MJT

could issue my Cleveland Scholarship funds of $1000 that would be greatly appreciated.
Thank you………. S.M., AB
___________________
Thanks so much for an excellent tournament. Very well organized and I had a blast on that
tough course! See you soon……..J.L., BC
___________________
Trevor is excited to represent the MJT and Ontario at this prestigious event. What is our next
step to ensure we get registered. Thanks……… D.R., ON
___________________
Thanks Trent. we really appreciate your help and advice. Regards. K.P., AB
___________________
Elaine, just wanted to thank you for all the exposure before, during, and after the event. It was
definitely a great experience for Kikkor and myself. It appeared that the kids really had a great
time...and that's the name of the game…..Please keep me posted on how we can stay involved
as well. Thanks,
James Lepp , Kikkor Golf Founder
____________________
Tracy, thank you so much for making this change for us. Your team is a very friendly group to
work with. …. Mark, ON
____________________
Thanks Trent. We really appreciate your help and advice…………. Regards, K.P., AB
____________________

Trent, Derek signed with Valdosta State yesterday, a very proud moment. We want to thank
you for your support over the past 4 years and congratulations for running a great tour. Derek
is looking forward to another summer of great golf……….. S.R., AB
____________________
I wanted to send a quick note to personally say thank you for this wonderful clinic! My girls, as I
had mentioned when we met, participated for the first time last year and again, this year, had
a fabulous time and have informed my husband and I that their favourite sport is
golf!.......... S.P., BC
____________________

I just wanted to thank you again for picking me for the Sportsmanship Award. It means a lot to
me to be sportsman-like, and I work really hard on my attitude on the golf course. Thank you
so much for choosing me, again, it means a lot. ………. J. S., AB
____________________
Trent , the subsidy cheque arrived today. Thanks for the $ support. Daniel loved the course -unfortunately the island green ate him up on day # 1. What a phenomenal venue -- they were
very fortunate to have participated on this type of site. Thanks again. D.K. & R. K., ON
____________________
Hi Neil, I look forward to being a part of the Jr. Golf again this year. You always do such a
fantastic event and the parents and kids really look forward to this event. Regards, M.J.R, BC
____________________

I really believe in what the maple leaf tour is doing for junior golf in creating good players but
also creating good people!! Sincerely, D. C. Director of Golf Two Eagles GC
____________________
Tracy, I really appreciate your assistance in sending this out. We are excited about the program
!!! In Manitoba there are 6 or 7 PGA professionals in our zone that all grew up playing golf at
Rossmere Golf &CC We competed together and are all friends to this day, It brings backs fond
memories when we discuss our junior days. It is that experience that has kept us all in the game
as adults. We hope to provide a similar environment to help the kids develop as golfers and
young people. Thanks again, D.M. Director of Golf Operations, Elmhurst GC
____________________

Hi Tracy, that is very generous and beyond our expectations, thank you. It would be great if
you wouldn't mind crediting the card you have on file. Many thanks, P.M., BC
____________________
Hi everyone, thank you for another great job at Morgan Creek, just to let you know I talked to
the pro shop staff at Morgan Creek and they believe Keanna’s 68 is a new course record for the
ladies - how cool is that! Thanks again. K.M., BC
__________________

Hello MJT Member Services, just a note to say thank you to all involved for an outstanding first
MJT tournament experience at Morgan Creek on the weekend! J. thoroughly enjoyed it (even
though day 2 he was not feeling his best). He loves his Kikkor shoes and is looking forward to
Pagoda in May. Thank you again for such an amazing program for the juniors! Warmest
regards, J.B. Family, BC
____________________
Thanks so much for putting on such a fabulous tournament for the kids! …. G.K., BC
____________________
Hi Tracy and everyone at MJT,
I just wanted to let you guys know that I am currently starting in my freshman year at Simon
Fraser University located in Burnaby, B.C. I am on a Golf scholarship and we compete in the
NCAA division 2. As for the schooling, I am currently in the Arts and Social Sciences
department. School and Golf have been going well and I want to thank you for running such a
professional tour that has a great atmosphere for us players. Having a tour such as MJT has
helped me prepare to compete in collegiate golf. Thanks, T.G., BC
____________________
Dear MJT, I just wanted to say thank you for the brochures and posters that you sent in the
mail, I thank you so much for including our daughter Brooklyn in these. Organizations such as
MJT have truly helped guide kids like my daughter to achieve full scholarships to Universities
and I personally wanted to thank everyone at MJT for all their hard work with all the
tournaments that they have put on. Look forward to seeing you in the future as our son, Niko
and daughter, Annika play golf and will likely play next year on the MJT tour, thank you again,
W.K., BC
____________________
“Just a note of thanks for the $500 received towards the Phoenix Tourney. Last year (my son’s)
first MJT tournament in March he shot over 100 …. Who would have thought he'd come so far
over the year, drop 10 points off his handicap, be in the top 3 in his age, and shoot under 80 in
Phoenix. We can't wait to see what this year holds. His goal is a trip to Florida in
November. Thank you for investing in these young golfers! D, K, and M.T, BC”
____________________
Hello Tracy and everyone at MJT, I would like to thank you for awarding me player of the year,
it means a lot to me since I have played on the tour for many years. I am looking forward to the
2013 season. Thank you to everyone at MJT and Cleveland Golf for this :) Thank you once again
and I look forward to seeing you next spring. K.M., BC

____________________
Dear Mr. Dan Dodman, Thank you very much i am very proud and honoured on winning this
award. I’d like to thank MJT and Cleveland Golf on also giving us the chance to play in these
tournaments. There's a lot of great competition with great prizes to win. All of us juniors in
Manitoba look forward to playing in them every year there great fun and we get the chance to
meet a lot of great people. Thank you again. T. F., MB
____________________

Hi Tracy, MJT sponsors, Don Dodman and President of Cleveland/Srixon Canada, I would like
to thank you all for your great support to me. I will enjoy playing MJT events next year.Thank
you, Sincerely yours, J.L., BC
____________________

Dear MJT and Cleveland Golf, I am very excited to hear that I am the winner of the 17-19 age
division low scoring average. More importantly, I am ecstatic to learn that I’ve won 3 of the
best wedges in the game. Its nice to have such a great sponsor supporting the MJT and junior
golfers all over the nation. I’d like to thank MJT and Cleveland golf for the support, time, and
money that's been put into this great tour. Thank you very much. J.T., BC
____________________
..And please pass on a note of thanks to Neil's for his voice mail he left after the Harvest
tournament and his acknowledgment of Rachelle's fabulous 2nd round. ..... A long road of
improvement from her first MJT score posted of 128. ... thanks once again.....M.N., BC
____________________
....Another great golf experience thanks to MJT. Thanks Trent. G. vS., ON
____________________

........ I love playing MJT events and plan on playing more later this year. Thanks again. A. H..
ON
____________________

.....I'll try not to thank you too much more for this opportunity, but I can't. Thanks tonnes. M.
DT., BC
____________________

I’m writing to let you know how much the MJT Pledge Form Option has meant to my family
this year. My son is passionate about golf. .....This year he joined the MJT Tour because it
provided Trevor the option to fundraise and approach members of the community for support.
He successfully raised enough funds to cover at least two tournaments and possibly some of
the travel fees we incurred. The MJT Tournaments at Morgan Creek and Bear Mountain were
excellent learning opportunities and Trevor’s golf game has improved drastically this year. ....I
would like to formally thank the Maple Leaf Junior Tour for providing this avenue to assist
junior golfers to raise funds for traveling to, and participating in Tour events. B.E., BC
____________________

Hello, My son could not make the first event in Swift Currrent. He really enjoyed himself at
Cooke this past weekend. As a father I really enjoyed following him around the course and
watching him play showing good sportsmanship and etiquitte on the course. You guys do a
great job of hosting the event..... sincerely, T & M. B, SK
____________________

Hi Trent, Thanks so much for your support on this - it's really appreciated. We've had great
experiences with the MJT and your staff and event coordinators in Ontario have been
excellent. ……..C. C., ON.
____________________

...thanks again for putting on such a successful event with our name on it. Brian really enjoys
attending! Fingers crossed for me for next year… Tayla Fraser Manager, Marketing Chinook
Credit Union Ltd.
____________________

Thank you very much for the opportunity to represent MJT at the Callaway World Juniors at
Torrey Pines. I had a great time in San Diego and I really enjoyed having you there for support.
I recently received the $500 cheque and greatly appreciate it (from Travel Underwriters and the
Brandt Levers Family) It helped to pay for a practise round and some of our accommodation at
the event. It was a wonderful opportunity and I especially enjoyed playing with people from all
over the world and learning a little bit about their countries and culture. Thanks again. It was
awesome. J. DT, BC
____________________
Hi Tracy, I wanted to tell you that my son, David, had an incredible weekend. It was a great first
experience for him with MJT. He is doing 4 all together this summer and is very
excited.......thanks again for organizing this for the boys. B. M., ON
____________________
You guys are WONDERFUL! thank you Sent from Beverly's I-phone
____________________

....... I was sure impressed with how well organized the events are and the high
quality/professionalism shown. .... R. G., BC
____________________

Hi Elaine, .... Nick (Taylor, $5,000 PGA Tour School fund recipient) had a great time and thanks
again for helping him out. All the best to you. Jay (Taylor).
____________________

Murray, Many thanks for hosting us at the MJT tournament last week ...Terrific job by you, the
organizing committee and all of the MJT staff. Great tournament for a very worthy
cause....Cheers and thanks Jeff Clark, President Kitchen Partners Limited
____________________

I understand we are reimbursed $250 for expenses after the tournament..Thank you for all of
your help and the great work of this organization! P.K., ON
____________________

Hi Trent, Thank you for helping me improve my golf game from when I was 10-14 years old. We
made great strides on my golf game over those years, and I learned fundamentals from you
that I still go back to this day. I wouldn't have made it to Division 1 Collegiate Golf at Alabama
State without you initiating and developing my golf skills in my younger years. I.M., AB
____________________
…. As a result of his participation in the event in London, Nick qualified to participate in the
Beth Daniel Azalea Tournament to be held in Charleston, South Carolina, August 6-8. It is a
wonderful opportunity for him to showcase his game at the international level with his goal
being to combine his education with an athletic career. Once again, thank you for your
generosity. W.K., ON
____________________

Hey Jeff, Great job at the Willows! That MJT junior event was first class. Couple notable things I
would like to address: Kids had a blast, Darren mentioned you addressed pace of play with
some players which was great. How well you dealt with the kids when it came to assessing
scores in the tent (particularly the younger kids). The prizes were great, wish it was like that
when I was a junior. Thanks for allowing us to come out and register the juniors for our order of
merit tour championship. Nice to see all the kids and parents stick around until the end…. P.G.,
SK
____________________
You guys run a terrific programme and we definitely want to support it and be a part of it. M.T.,
MB
____________________
Dear MJT c/o Elaine! We would like you to know that our daughter, Jamie, has developed over
the past 5 years into a lovely young lady playing Junior golf. It has been her passion to someday
play Collegiate Golf at University. Jamie is now fulfilling her dream and signed an NLI to play

for the University of Colorado, Boulder, starting in Sept, 2012. I remember the first time I spoke
with Elaine on the phone, "do you think Jamie could play at this level?" and Elaine replied, "why
don't you let her play a one day Fall series and see if she likes it" Well, Jamie was hooked and
wanted to play all the MJT events. She played throughout the lower mainland, Okanagan,
Alberta, Chicago, Australia. She had her highs and her lows, but she always wanted to play
more. MJT remained "like family" always making Jamie feel welcome. When Jamie spotted an
MJT tournament at her home course, Hazelmere, (last week), she wanted to play. She finished
her summer with success and her last MJT win. Thank-you to everyone at MJT for encouraging
all the young juniors to play and have fun. We'll miss you Neil! Kind Regards, L. & L. O., BC
____________________
3000th tweet goes out to @maplejt its been a great 11 years playing on your Junior golf circuit
#GonnaMissIt R.O’D., AB
____________________
“I can attest that the @maplejt helped me in my teenage years and has well run events!
#firstclass Apr 16, 7:27 PM via Twitter for BlackBerry® JW, CPGA
____________________

“Good Morning Trent, I just wanted to thank you for all the work you and your dad put into the
tournament this past weekend. My son, Matthew had a great time.” M. K., AB
____________________

“Hey Trent, Thank you so much for all the encouragement! I really appreciate the invite, but I
am sorry to say that I have an obligation to an event at my home course, and I am a sponsored
junior so there is no way for me to opt out. Thanks a lot for everything you've done, especially
encouraging me in my golf career!” J.S., AB
____________________

“Thank you for a great weekend, Paul learnt a great deal in his first tournament experience in
what was an excellent and professionally run Tournament….” K.E., ON
____________________

“Hi Trent,…..Just wanted to say you did a bang up job at the tournament in
Lethbridge…..thanks.” M. d.T. , BC
____________________

“Dear Mr. Matson, …….. we thank you for this invitation and Charlie is thrilled to accept. Thank
you for the opportunity and honour of competing in this event through the Maple Leaf Junior
Tour!” C.C., ON
____________________

“Dear MJT, I would like to personally thank you and your well organized and friendly officials
and volunteers for providing such a positive experience for our son at his first ever golf
tournament. In particular I would like to thank Dave Smallwood who showed an incredible
amount of patience and understanding while our son struggled through his first round.
…………. MJT has clearly fostered an atmosphere where even a 9 year old can come, compete
his best, and walk away with a smile on his face. I feel you have captured the true spirit of
golf…” A. M., ON
____________________

“Hi Tracy …. I wanted to tell you that my son David had an incredible weekend. It was a great
first experience for him with MJT. He is doing 4 all together this summer and is very
excited…thanks again for organizing this for the boys.” B.M., ON
____________________

“Hi Elaine and Murray, I just wanted to send you a quick email to let you know how highly your
reputation and that of the MJT organization is out in the business world. I attended a dinner
the other evening and was seated at a table with Debra Hewson, President and CEO, Odlum
Brown. While talking we got around to kids and golf. I knew that Odlum Brown sponsored and
supported the MJT and that Porsche had played in their tournaments year after year. I wanted
to take the time to thank her for their corporate contribution and continued support that she
and Odlum Brown have done and how much it has meant to kids like Porsche and so many

others. She was genuinely touched that our story and others have led the kids to such great
opportunities. As you know Porsche had a golf scholarship and attended UBC for the past two
years. She has now been recruited and will now be going off to play at University of Tennessee
Chattanooga in August and is so excited that I just wanted to let you know. Not only is it the
sponsors and corporations that support the MJT Tournaments but your hours of dedication
and passion that has allowed these kids to go on to opportunities like this. Thanks for
everything and if you ever need volunteers for any of your golf tournaments, both David and I
are always available.” N and D.C., BC
____________________

“Derek is currently a freshman attending Texas A & M Commerce University on a golf
scholarship (NCAA Division II). He is studying business and has had a great first semester down
there. He had several offers to play here in Canada but decided to pursue the U.S. route and
received a good offer. Thanks very much to the MJT for all of the wonderful opportunities and
support over the years! His involvement with junior golf in your organization has contributed
greatly to his success, and the scholarships received through the MJT have also helped a lot.
Hopefully he will be able to play a few events this season when he returns to Alberta in May.
Thanks again!”.…… K.R. & C. R., Chestermere, AB
____________________

Thank you so much for the $300 scholarship. I really appreciate it, it will greatly help with my
future studies at the University of Victoria starting in Sept 2012! J.T. Red Deer, AB
____________________

"Hi all, Just wanted to say thanks for everything that was done for Jared over this last season
(Australia, all the other local tournaments, and the windup in Orlando ). You guys/gals are the
best. Looking forward to next season." M.D. Kimberley, BC
____________________

“To our MJT family, Once again we must take a few minutes to recognize and celebrate the
successful 2011 season. Our son did not fair in his results as he is used to but growth in body is
not always matched in mind and patience. That being said the lessons in handling adversity

this year, were in my opinion, priceless as that is what real life is about. We definitely would like
to take this opportunity to thank the efforts of the MJT organizers who put in a lot of time in
making a fun and educational summer for our young adults. The MJT truly do what they say
they will go and that is a rare in today’s world. I would be remise in failing to recognize the
Manitoba team Ed Boge and Garth Goodbrandson for their personal efforts and guidance in
this past season. We are proud to call them friends. To any perspective sponsors please help
out these folks they do good works for the future of our youth and should be supported at
every opportunity. Congrats to all the winners at the yearly championships in Florida and for
our son and family we cannot wait till the start of next year. See you on the greens, K. I. & C. S.,
MB”
____________________
“Maddie really enjoys the tour and everyone has done a great job providing opportunities for
the kids!” B.E., ON
____________________

Dear Mr. Dodman, I would like to take this time to thank you for sponsoring the 2011 MJT
Cleveland Golf Player of the Year, and for awarding me with three brand new wedges. Winning
this award was one of my goals at the beginning of 2011 and I am grateful to receive this
prestigious award. Your commitment to Canadian junior golf and the MJT is very much
appreciated. I am really excited about receiving three new Cleveland wedges; I cannot wait to
put them in my bag for next season. In 2010 I won an MJT event in Spruce Grove, AB. This win
qualified me for a spot in an FCWT event in Tucson, I went on to win this event also and
qualified for the FCWT Tour Championship this past May. I won this event which earned me a
spot to the Junior World Golf Championship in San Diego. Sponsorship by Cleveland of the
MJT made competing at the Junior Worlds possible for me. Thank you for you support of junior
golf in Canada. Regards M.W., AB
____________________

“Elaine, Trent and the rest of the gang. On behalf of Josh and I, I want to express our
appreciation for the wonderful weekend you organized. It was First Class from the moment we
pulled up to the gates. I can only imagine the time and effort it took from each and every one
of you to make this a memorable weekend for the kids. It was Phenomenal…..Elaine, you have
been absolutely amazing to deal with, as Murray so eloquently expressed it on Friday evening.
You are the Anchor, that drives this engine. On a personal level, I really enjoyed the
camaraderie we had and want to thank you all for making yourselves there just to enjoy. From
the first year I have known that this was a First Class Organization and you have throughout

my sons time on the tour never disappointed me. I also want to express my deepest
appreciation to Dave and Sharon Smallwood and the team that they have put together to
make each and every tournament an enjoyable one. Their down to earth embracing spirit just
makes it feel like going to a family function. Thank You All,” A.M., ON
____________________

“…Also, Thanks for everything the MJT has done for Bret. The MJT is a very class act and has
done alot not only for the kids but the parents also. Can you please pass on our gratitude to all
associated with the MJT for all their hard work and dedication to the kids of the future! A
special thanks to Mike S….for all the effort, work and friendship he provided down under!!!!!!
Bret (even though he did not play as well as he liked) as well as the others had an awesome
time, he still stays in touch with some of the new found friends...Once again,Thanks for
everything.” G.T., MB
____________________

"Thank you so much for honoring David with the MJT scholarship. We are very appreciative.
David is looking forward to the final MJT event in Florida next week and golf school in
February. These events are incredible opportunities for him. We appreciate all that the MJT
organization has done for him. Thank you. Take care."J.F.,ON
____________________

“Thank you for the years of my son golfing with MJT, but he is now at university and time to be
removed from the MJT distribution list. Thanks for all the fun times with MJT.” V McC., BC
____________________

"Hi Trent. I wanted to let you know that (via the MJT) Aaron earned a qualifying spot to the US
Junior Amateur Championship yesterday. He shot 75, 74 and was tied for second. He then won
in a three way playoff for the second spot. Thank-you to you and the MJT for the opportunities
you provide and all your support and encouragement." D. C., AB
____________________

“…Thank you for your work, which was a benefit to our son Jeremy. Best wishes,” L. A., AB
____________________

“We had a great experience at the Northview event - ...………………You guys do a really good
job of running a excellent junior golf event - the young official who handled the situation was
fantastic. Look forward to seeing you all at Predator.” I. & C. S., BC
____________________

“Thanks very much! It was a great tournament, thanks to all involved.” S. B. BC
____________________

“This is Malcolm's first tournament with the Maple Leaf Junior Tour. We are expecting to
register him next spring for membership. The Maple Leaf Tour was recommended to him by
Steve Brackenbury at White Oaks Golf Club so he is eager to try one tournament to see what it
is all about.” ON parent.
____________________

“Just wanted to send you a message to let you know we think that MJT events are run in such a
professional manner and we look forward to playing events next year.” C.W., ON
____________________

"Thank you for allowing golfers a one time exemption into your tour. Ricki-Lee will be a
member with your tour next year, planning to attend all 5 Saskatchewan events. A special
thank you to your Sask. hosts as they make all golfers feel a part of a special event." D. S., SK
____________________

“@maplejt Congrats on another great season + all the people that make it possible. Best of
luck with the Fall series and Tour Champ! #goodjob” C. L. SK
____________________

“Great, thank you for your help. On another note, Jackson really enjoyed the tournaments that
he was in this year and is looking forward to next season.” N. B., ON
____________________

“Just wanted to reiterate how thankful Mike and myself are to have had Jared participate in the
Australian event. Actually, all events! He's had a great time all year, and has met many players
that he will continue to keep in contact with…….. He really appreciated the coaching, and said
that Mike was a 'beaut'…….Thanks again.” A. W., BC
____________________

“…Team Canada was by far the champion in life and that is what I will remember most when
reflecting on our time in Australia. I had a front row seat in watching how the kids from Canada
developed and matured on the golf course ….. The Canadian team of Bret Thompson, Jared
DuToit, Meghan Bennett and Jenna Roadley were fantastic ambassadors for our tour and our
country. I feel very privileged to have been involved with all of them for this wonderful
experience. To the MJT, Travel Underwriters and anyone else involved with this tour, thank
you for this opportunity….. I would also like to thank the greatest team a coach could ask for.
To Bret, Jared, Meghan and Jenna, I hope this trip was everything you ever hoped it would or
could have been. I am proud to call you my friends.” Mike Skimson, PGA, MJT Tournament
Director - Ontario
____________________

“My son is a member and has enjoyed his first year with the MJT. Could you please send me the
name and phone number of the pro that offers the 30 minute telephone consultation about
being pointed in the right direction for upcoming years, including applying for possible
scholarships. Thanks in advance!” J. H., ON
____________________

“Thank you very much for the scholarship, it is a big help in continuing my goals in golf and in
future careers, it means a lot to me. Thanks again,”D. F,. ON
____________________

“…We sincerely appreciate the existence of the Maple leaf Junior Tour as it has provided Jerry
the opportunity to play in many first class venues throughout Canada and even the World. It is
these very experiences that will help him reach his goal of playing professional golf as a
career…..Thank you.” G.C., SK.
____________________

This is wonderful - thanks to you and Trent and to all others who made this trip possible. Also a
special thanks to Mike for taking time out of his busy life to accompany the kids as coach. This
was truly a trip of a lifetime for Jenna - she was able to play golf in an amazing tournament,
meet great people and leave with lasting friendships and memories. I know that these kids will
continue to correspond with each other, the Americans and Australians. Jenna is truly
fortunate to have met all these amazing people. Again, many thanks for all your work in not
only making this trip happen, but for all the golfing opportunities that you provide the kids
through the MJT. J & P Roadley, Winnipeg, MB
____________________

I just wanted to take a moment to thank all of you that made this day happen! You guys did a
fabulous job organizing and keeping the kids excited about golf:) I am certain that we will be
over to the dunes soon to wack a bucket of balls:) Thanks again. N.L. and the Clark family, BC
____________________

“First of all, I would like to say we feel very fortunate to have our son playing on the MJT in
Alberta under the leadership of Trent Matson. The tournaments are very well organized and
well run with Trent, Wayne and Trent's Dad.” C.B. AB
____________________

To Dr. Bruce Fleming, College Golf support for the MJT: “I received a free phone consultation
with you in October based on my membership in the Maple Leaf Junior Golf Tour up in Canada.
Let me tell you, it changed my life. ……….You really opened my eyes to the tremendous
amount of opportunities available …………... I could not be happier. I am very confident in my
decision, and feel that I owe it, in part, to you. Thank you for taking the time to put my college
golf career on the right path.”……….DF, AB
____________________

“Thanks for another Great Tournament this weekend in Nanton, my boy had nothing but great
things to say about the event. He was happy as ever again to see all his new friends, and even
happier to see some improvement in his game.”…..KP, AB
____________________

“I choose to play MJT, for MJT is the golf association that Makes Junior golfer Triumph and I
have made a lot of friends in there.” H. Huang, BC
____________________

The MJT is the most organized and professional organization that I have ever competed with,
and the prizes and people are great.” M.B., BC
____________________

Hello, I am just down in Bradenton Florida at the IMG academies now. I will be attending
University of Texas El Paso next year... My golf game has been peaked and been improved a lot
thanks to the maple leaf tour. I just also wanted to thank you guys for helping me get this far
and I wouldn't be here as I am without the Maple Leaf tour. I will keep you guys updated once
I'm in El paso. Thank you. J.K., BC
____________________

MJT is first class and then some!!! Best Regards, K.G., SK
____________________

Happy to support MJT, you guys do a great job, we appreciate it. R.S., MJT Sponsor, BMW
Group Canada
____________________

Kylie had a great experience last year, made some new friends and watched and played great
golf. Thank you. S.J., BC
____________________

We had a great time at your events last year and look forward to this year. Thanks for all your
efforts for the kids. B. H., BC
____________________

Thank you for the check in, I really appreciate that. It shows me that this tour is really
interested in the players interest, and that is really impressive to me. Thank you, J.K., AB
____________________

“Hi my name is Jordan Orth and I played the tour way back in the day probably 03-06 or so. Just
thought I’d update you guys that I’m now on scholarship for golf at Southern Utah University
Div 1. It’s going amazing and wanted to thank you for all you guys did for me….. thanks a
lot.”….Jordan Orth, BC
____________________

“We have enjoyed the tournaments that we have been able to send Jamie to…………Thank you
for a great first experience to tournament golf with MJT this season.”……N.C., ON

____________________

“This season was particularly the most rewarding season I have had. In October I qualified for
the Australian Srixon International Junior Classic, an experience that I will never forget. At the
age of 16 I never thought I would have the opportunity to play in an international event and be
able to represent my country. These accomplishments have really opened my eyes to the value
of hard work and dedication and how rewarding it can be in just one season. I would like to
thank the MJT committee and staff for organizing another great season of golf. I am also
thankful for all of the sponsors that have supported the tour throughout the years, specifically
Callaway Golf, Boston Pizza, Srixon, and Golf Town.”….. A.L., AB
____________________

“We would just like to extend our sincere thanks for the efforts and dedication you all put into
this program. Our son has grown up with this tour and I truly believe the pride we have in him
as an individual and a golfer is a direct result of all of your efforts in striving for excellence and
truly living up to your mission statement of "Developing champions, in golf and in life." We
would like to especially thank Garth and Ed from the Manitoba group for their hard work and
we are lucky to have them. Elaine you are simply the BEST! Vince in B.C. words cannot express
our thanks for taking care of our son during his illness in Singapore! We truly mean these words
and encourage any potential sponsors to give these MJT folks a good hard look as they truly
are building the future for golf in Canada as well as developing some fine young ladies and
men!”….. K, I & C.S. - MB
____________________

We just wanted to send a note to thank you and everyone else at MJT for a fantastic
tournament in Phoenix last weekend. The tournament was very well organized (as usual) and
the prizes were amazing for the kids. A job well done! We all had a wonderful time there.
K.R.&C.R., AB
____________________

I am very honoured to be receiving the $1,000 MJT Cleveland Golf Canada Scholarship for
2010. I feel very blessed when I consider all the opportunities that now present me, and I am
fully confident that I would not have gotten to this point without the tremendous benefits

provided to me by the Maple Leaf Tour. Thanks to everybody involved in the Maple Leaf Junior
Golf Tour for creating and maintaining an exceptional junior golf circuit. I would like to
personally thank Trent Matson and his family for all that they have done, organizing
consistently solid tournaments on outstanding golf courses. I also wish to thank Don Dodman,
President of Cleveland Golf/Srixon Canada, for his involvement in the Maple Leaf Tour. Ten
years from now, I will look back on my junior golf career in Alberta and recall the countless
fond memories associated with playing MJT events. To me, MJT is so much more than a
provider of competitive golf events. MJT is showing up three hours early to each round to catch
up with friends. MJT is spending an afternoon on lush green fairways with genuinely supportive
people who are equally passionate about the game. MJT is staying at the course after the
round, till long past dark, having one putting competition after another after another. MJT is
travelling to Arizona, spending a weekend at one of the best golf resorts on the continent, and
hanging out with my best friends. There is no denying that MJT is a close-knit community, to
say the least, and I could not be happier to be a part of it. The friendly camaraderie on the
Maple Leaf Tour is unmatched by any other golf tour. Currently, I am playing for the golf team
at California Lutheran University and studying geology. I look forward to playing another
season on the Maple Leaf Tour next year.D.F., AB
____________________

I just wanted to say thank you to the MJT for the $300 scholarship towards my university
tuition next year! This is very exciting and every dollar will count as the bills add up. I'm looking
forward to the tour championships this month! Thank you for your time and the opportunity.
Sincerely, D.R. AB
____________________

We at Grey Silo enjoyed having the MJT visit us again in 2010 and we hope everyone had a
good time. What feedback I received was only positive. Regards, Gary Murr , General Manager
- Director, Golf Operations, Grey Silo Golf Course
____________________

Also I would like to thank everyone involved with the Maple Leaf Tour. This is our first year
involved and my son is really enjoying the experience. As a parent I’m also very impressed with
the Maple Leaf Tour experience from the staff at each event and how organized they are and
to all others that help to provide this Tour for the kids. Thank You! Regards, S.B., BC

____________________

My children participated in the free Ford junior clinic, and have been talking about it (and
wearing their great new Richport Ford ballcaps!) ever since. It's obvious that a clinic of this
calibre, does not happen without sponsorship and a great deal of organizing and support and I
wanted to write and let you know just how much they enjoyed it. Also a big thank you to your
golf pros/instructors who's love of the game, incredible talent and wonderful ability with the
kids of all levels, was very apparent and appreciated. Thank you everybody, for a very
memorable day and for planting the seed for what will hopefully be a lifelong love for a great
outdoor sport. Yours truly, B. & C. B., BC
____________________

To whom it may concern: I have received the cheque for $ 1000.00 for the MJT golf
tournament won by my son, Louis. We wish to thank the tournament officials and organizers
for a wonderful experience. Also, many thanks to Travel Underwriters for donating the prize
money. Yours sincerely, J.T., ON
____________________

My son had a great time at Guelph, not a good score, nervous a bit, but I was so impressed at
the players and the genuine passion from the people running the program...the parents I met
were great and nothing but support for the kids...wow some great golfers....!!! BTW it was
great as he was applauded for his first tourny when getting his draw prize....he came 7th.....but
he won the Callaway Driver draw prize which was amazing.....as he now has my driver....very
nice I have a new one for next year :).....And I met Dave Smallwood and please email him and
let him know what a great job he did and really appreciated it!!!! or send me his email please
and I can drop him a note. Thanks for your efforts, T.H., ON
____________________

A big thanks to you and the MJT selection committee for Derek’s scholarship! He really
appreciates the recognition and feels very honored to be chosen among such a talented group
of golfers. He is really looking forward to attending university next year, and this will help him
in this goal. Thanks again for this award – the MJT has been very good to Derek and our family

and we are so grateful! We are looking forward to the National Championship in Phoenix and
hope to see you then! K. & C.R., AB
____________________

Just want to thank all involved in running the tour, from the guys on the ground at the events,
and including the folks in the background who may go unnoticed. I had 2 boys play a few of the
one day fall series events and even though the journey times were longer than their more local
regional tour, the events were fun and properly run and a pleasure to play in. We will be
planning to play many more events next season. Many thanks, again. D.M., ON
____________________

Unbelievable trip! Jeff did a great job with us. Made some great new friendships, saw Bondi
beach which is about the neatest place i've ever been to and the golf tournament was an
unforgettable experience. Truly wish I was still in OZ. It was great getting used to living
without resources...ie no computer or cell phone as well as experiencing a more international
way of life. It was a great learning experience to be outside my comfort zone on a large stage
and seeing how the Canadian boys ranked against the rest of the world. I would definitely
recommend this trip to whomever qualifies in the future. G.N., MB
____________________

I can't thank you enough for providing our son with the opportunities, the instructions, the
encouragement, the discipline and the FUN during his trip. He came home with nothing but
praise for "Coach" and truly enjoyed his time with you. I hope we have opportunity to meet one
day so that can shake your hand and thank you for making a difference in a Junior golfers life.
Our son beams every time he speaks of his trip and has nothing but positive, fun stories to tell.
Truly it was a trip of a life time. Thanks for taking the time out of your busy life to mentor these
boys. As a parent, I really do appreciate it! K.M., ON
____________________

I thought the clinic was great to introduce kids to the game and thanks to Ford for putting it
on. The instructors did a wonderful job of keeping the kids focused and having fun. The more

opportunity to get kids involved in golf the better as it is a great game to teach them life long
lessons. There is no game or sport like it! Thanks, W.C., B.C. - Golf Course Architect
____________________

I am writing to say a very big thank you to the Maple Leaf Golf Tour, Richport Ford Lincoln and
the Beach Grove Golf Club for the Go Golf! junior clinic on August 28, 2010. My children
participated in the event, and have been talking about it (and wearing their great new Richport
Ford ballcaps!) ever since. It's obvious that a clinic of this calibre, does not happen without
sponsorship and a great deal of organizing and support and I wanted to write and let you know
just how much they enjoyed it. Also a big thank you to your golf pros/instructors who's love of
the game, incredible talent and wonderful ability with the kids of all levels, was very apparent
and appreciated. Thank you everybody, for a very memorable day and for planting the seed for
what will hopefully be a lifelong love for a great outdoor sport. Yours truly, B.B & C.B, BC
____________________

Thank you very much for the opportunity for our kids to try golf. They had never golfed before
(mini golf only) and had a great time - they now want to go to the driving range. I thought it
was very well organized and well run, for the kids it was fun way to learn a new thing. L.F. BC
____________________

Thank you once again for your wonderful generosity in sponsoring Derek to the FCWT National
Championship in Florida last month. What an amazing opportunity for him! He traveled with
his dad and felt extremely fortunate to be playing at the PGA National on an very challenging
course against competitors from around the world. Derek commented that the back nine on
the championship course was the toughest nine he has ever played – great experience for him.
Thanks again – the MJT has always been a wonderful supporter of young golfers like Derek in
providing opportunities for the chance to play international events. When younger players ask
us what tour to play in Alberta, we always tell them that the MJT is the best by
far!Sincerely,K.R & C.R.,AB
____________________

This is Mitchell Lock. I would like to say thank you on behalf of myself and our team for your
very generous donation to our program. As a small school there isn't a lot of money for all of
the sports programs and the golf team often falls to the wayside. We have to constantly
fundraise so that we can go on trips and play in tournaments that the school hasn't budgeted in
for us. Your generous contribution will go a long way and we greatly appreciate it! Thank You,
M.L. UFV Cascades Golf Team, BC
____________________

Once again, thank you, and everyone at MJT for all that you do for junior golf. Thea has
developed a lifelong love of the game thanks to MJT and organizations like yours that dedicate
themselves to bringing out the best in young competitors. P.S.,SK
____________________

Rebel Creek was very well run two day event despite the weather, we have played in a lot of
junior tours in the States and this was by far the nicest. The people were great, the prizes were
so good, especially having door or draw prizes; her daughter shot 108 but walked away with a
backpack and was over the moon. J.T., FL, USA
____________________

Gregory had a fantastic time at Hazelmere, loved meeting new friends, prizes and pizza were
awesome! Very professional and very impressed! L.G., WA, USA
____________________

“We always promote the MJT because we were very fortunate to be part of your program. It
really helped Adrian. Everybody looks forward to the MJT events as they are so professionally
run and a fun time. Keep doing what you’re doing – we appreciate what you’ve done for junior
golf.”….B.K., MB
____________________

A sincere thank you to all who worked on this tournament to deliver another amazing event.
The tournament was very well organized, the course and resort were wonderful, and the food
and weather complemented everything very well. Thanks to each and every one of you for
your efforts…… I hope all of you had a moment to enjoy that spectacular area. We hope you
will consider rebooking for next year!! Best Regards, M., B., R. and W. F., AB
____________________

On behalf of Eric and I, please let everyone know at MJT that it has been a very rewarding
experience being part of the Maple Leaf Tour. Eric has certainly made many new friends and
will always cherish those friendships and the many wonderful memories that he has created
over the last three years. This tour is extremely well run, giving all the kids guidance,
knowledge and a “pat on the back” or “chin up” when needed along with many great
opportunities to travel to faraway places to compete in tournaments they could have only
dreamed of. Certainly in Eric’s case with issues like allergies, cracked ribs and a broken wrist,
the compassion and empathy shown this past year has been greatly appreciated in which we
both thank you from the bottom of our hearts. A special thanks to Dave Smallwood and Mike
Skimson for encouraging Eric over the past three years. You guys are the best!! We will truly
miss MJT immensely but we will certainly campaign and encourage other young golfers to join
the tour. Have a wonderful Christmas and Prosperous New Year. God Bless.C.D., ON.
____________________

Please pass our thanks on to everyone involved for a great season with the MJT tour. As usual
the MJT provided a great experience for our son this year – terrific venues, great competition,
and professionally run tournaments. The national championship at Wigwam Resort in Phoenix,
Arizona was the icing on the cake!! What a great place to hold the season finale – we hope that
next year’s championship is held there again (we think that golfing in the hot Arizona sun in
November is a great motivator for these kids!). Thanks again! You all do a great job in
promoting the sport for these young golfers. Enjoy your off season! Sincerely, K.R.,AB.
____________________

I just want to thank you for setting this amazing trip for us (to the Singha Thailand Junior World
Golf Championship). It was an amazing experience that we will never forget and I couldn't ask
for any better. Everything was just perfect. The food to the golf course and just somewhere I
believe everyone’s got to go at least once. Vince was a very good captain and because of him

he made the trip so much better. Once again thank you and I will send you some pictures very
shortly. J. K., BC.
____________________

We would just like to say thank you again to everyone @ MJT. The Arizona trip was absolutely
amazing. Everything was so well organized and the people wonderful. It was nice to put faces
to names. Trent, Elaine, Dave it was a nice surprise. Gary had a great time, as did I. This was a
year I am sure Kody will never forget. He has made some friendships which we hope can
carrying on for years to come. Keep up the great work. Looking forward to another successful
year in 2010. D.F., ON
____________________

THANKS AGAIN TO ALL AT MJT YOU ARE SUCH A BIG POSITIVE IN MY SON’S LIFE! M.O.,
AB
____________________

A special thank you to the Manitoba Directors and support staff lead by Derek, Garth and Ed.
You guys are awesome! Our son is better young man under your guidance and leadership. In
every event we went to there was nothing but a positive caring environment which we
appreciated and sets a role model for our children to aspire to. We would like to thank your
sponsors for supporting you all as we realize that these events cannot happen without them.
K.S., MB
____________________

Thank you so much for the opportunity to travel to Australia. It was such an awesome
experience! I really enjoyed the time we had to tour around and see the different attractions
that Sydney had to offer. Jeff Chambers was an excellent coach/chaperone and I was proud to
be part of the team. The experience I gained in international competition was awesome.
Meeting players from Australia and South Africa was definitely a highlight. It would have been
great to have more opportunity to look around and take it all in. For future trips it would be a
huge benefit to have a means of transportation for the Canadian team. This would allow more
freedom before and after our rounds, even to find alternate practice facilities. The Maple Leaf

Junior Tour has given me many opportunities and I am glad to be part of a great organization.
S.S., AB
____________________

Thank-you for the opportunity to play in Australia at the Jack Newton International. I look
forward to going again next year !!!! I would like to thank Jeff and everyone at MJT for making
this trip possible. It was a great experience meeting new people at an interesting Golf Course.
As well as playing in challenging weather conditions, hail, rain, 90 km winds! I would definitely
like to see this Tournament in future qualifying MJT events. A special thank-you to Jeff for
chaperoning us on this long distance trip and putting up with all of us. J.O., BC
____________________

I just wanted to say thanks for the awesome opportunity to go to Australia! It was a really great
trip! Thanks for all the organizing and everything you guys did so that we could go I know it
was a lot of work. Everything ran really smoothly and I thought Jeff did an awesome job of
coaching and keeping us in order. The team was really great and again the opportunity and
experience, it was something I won't forget. So thank you so much! K.J., SK
____________________

I would like to thank MJT sponsor, Dan Dodman, President of Cleveland Golf / Srixon Canada
for giving me a set of quality irons, it is a very generous gift. I really appreciate it as it is by far
the best present I have received in golf. Winning the Player of the Year Award is an honour and
I thank you for supporting junior golf and the MJT. Yours Sincerely, P.M., AB
____________________

Thank you Cleveland Golf very much for sponsoring the MJT for all these years and for the
amazing set of irons that you have given me. I have played on the MJT for four years now and
Cleveland has sponsored them every year with great golf equipment and apparel. I appreciate
your commitment to the MJT and junior golf greatly and I’m sure many other juniors do as
well. I am honored to receive these irons from you and I hope this can take my game to the
next level! Thank you very much,D.B., AB

____________________

Trent Matson - I want to first off thank you as well as the MJT for the fantastic tournaments put
on across Canada. They are all awesome! I will be attending the MJT National Tour
Championship so you can mark me down. Thank you very much. B.M., SK
____________________

It was a great season on the MJT. Thanks and see you next year. G.C.,ON
____________________

Many thanks, Ian will be thrilled, he has really enjoyed the tournaments, Linda
____________________

Thank you so much for allowing us to be a part of such a great program. You are doing a great
job with these young people. Keep up the good work. Brian T. Kinahan, President and CEO,1st
Choice Savings And Credit Union Ltd.
____________________

Ayrton really enjoyed his first tournament experience at Meadow Gardens this past
weekend.M.M.,BC
____________________

Alex has really enjoyed his first year on the MJT. A.R.,ON
____________________

Thank you! And thank you for all the work you do for our son and other passionate golfers!
L.A.,AB
____________________

My son has enjoyed playing in the MJT Tournaments a lot and we both agree that they are
extremely well run and organized. Kindest Regards, L.B.,ON
____________________

I just want to say thank you for your hard work. I'm sure the committee had it hard with the
heat and also organizing the Northview tournament. Thank you for all your hard work, I really
appreciate. J.A.,BC
____________________

Thanks for all that you guys do, the MJT is a great organization and she really enjoys being part
of it. J.R.,BC
____________________

The East Aurora tournament was absolutely awesome. His billets and everything about the
tourney were great. The organizers really did a great job from free buffets, banquet, and even
a side trip to a hat factory.The format of the tournament was pretty cool having both stroke
play and match play, made for some close competition. S.W, AB
____________________

I'm sure all parents will share my sincerest appreciation for taking care of our boys - and giving
them an experience of a lifetime.Job very well done.Thanks a million. J.P.,NS
____________________

I would just like to thank you and everyone at MJT for the wonderful opportunity presented to
our son on this trip. He hasn't stopped talking since he got home. D.F.,ON
____________________

I want to first off thank you as well as the MJT for the fantastic tournaments put on across
Canada. They are all awesome! B. M., SK
____________________

I want to thank Richport Ford and the Maple Leaf Junior Golf Tour for offering the free golf
clinic this past weekend at Mayfair Lakes. It seemed to be well organized, and my two kids had
a blast. They were even teaching their dad a few things about golf that evening. What a
wonderful opportunity for children to try golf at no expense. If you're planning on having
another clinic, I'll be sure to let my friends know. T.C.,Delta,BC
____________________

Just a quick note to say thanks to Trent and the team for the hard work at Land O Lakes. My
daughter had fun. G.M.,AB
____________________

Thanks again! We have heard great things about your tour and our son is looking forward to
participating in some of your events this year!
J.L., Ontario
____________________

Thanks for all you do to make this a SPECTACULAR Junior Golf Tour! G.C., Digby,NS
____________________

Our family recognize the incredible support you and the entire MJT team have given us in the
past. You provided an environment where our son - and all the juniors - could learn, develop
and establish habits that will serve them well all their lives. I still remember our son's first "real
tournament" an MJT event at the age of 11...think he wanted to quit at least once every day
over the weekend...but he persevered - which speaks as much to me about Maple Leaf - as it
does the player. Today our son is 4 months away from graduating at West Vancouver
Secondary - and after reviewing several University scholarship offers, he has decided to accept
the offer made by U.B.C. where he is very excited about the coaching staff, the team and of
course attending the great academic institution for which U.B.C. is recognized. This is just a
small way for us to extend our sincere thanks for all you have done for junior golf and best
wishes for continued success. K.H., Vancouver
____________________

What a turn out!!! The kids had an excellent time at the Jr. golf clinic I have kids already
wanting to sign up for next year. I had a huge response from the parents that they were very
impressed with how well it was organized. J.G., Dearborn Ford, Nanaimo, BC
____________________

This may be late, so we apologize for that, but thank you so much for going with the boys to
China. My what an experience that was, and how lucky the kids were to have you there with
them. Thank you for having the gumption to do it! We are grateful and still loving the
photographs and memories that our son shares with us. You deserve alot of credit.
M.F.,Alberta
____________________

Just want to say that my son entered his first MJT tournament this past weekend and had such
a good time. We both felt it was highly professional and extremely well organized. He can't
wait for his next one at the end of the month. Please pass on our thanks to everyone involved.It
is really pushing his game to another level, moving him out of his comfort zone. Thanks for the
opportunity. J.L., Sunshine Coast
____________________

Our son has participated in the MJT Odlum Brown Classic Tournament in Northview, B.C. in
July this year. We are of the view that the MJT tournaments are very well organized and they
are enjoyed by all those juniors who participated in them. Our view is shared by many of the
parents whom we spoke with at the different tournaments. May I congratulate you on your
outstanding organization of the tournaments and thank all the staffs and volunteers who help
out at these tournaments! Please pass along our appreciation to the sponsors as well for their
kind support. E.C., Vancouver
____________________

Please accept a huge thank you from my entire family and especially me! The China trip was
just an unbelievable experience and to have that possibility while enjoying well run
tournaments is really fortunate. Thanks again for this opportunity. R.F.,Alberta
____________________

I am thankful that our son was able to qualify to participate on Team Canada and this
opportunity has provided our son with a golfing experience he will never forget. Participating
on this trip to China has opened the world to our young junior golfers. It has shown them that
they can seize many opportunities that are available and there are no limits on what they can
do or who they can become. Congratulations to the players on team Canada, China and to the
MJT for its support and for making this trip possible. C.M., Manitoba
____________________

Thanks so much to all of the staff at Maple Leaf Junior Tour. Your support financially and
personally for the players at the Can-USA match was very much appreciated. They had a
wonderful time and an experience of a lifetime. C.C., Ontario
____________________

Many thanks for running such a quality program. Looking forward to next season. G. C., Nova
Scotia
____________________

I would like to thank you for awarding me the 2008 MJT Cleveland Golf Canada Scholarship of
$1000. I have been playing on the Maple Leaf Junior Golf Tour since I was 13 and always looked
forward to it each and every year. MJT has helped me develop into the golfer and person I am
today. While playing on this tour, I gained more experience than I could ever imagine, and
doing so against some of the best juniors in my province and in Canada. C.T., Alberta
____________________

The Burgess family can't thank you enough for giving our son this opportunity to go to China.
The MJT and their support of Junior Golf is fantastic. Thank you for absorbing his entry fees, it
is most appreciated. Again, thanks for everything. H.B., Ontario
____________________

Just want to express my thanks to Dave and Mike and the rest of the team for all of your hard
work this season. My son enjoyed the competition the camaraderie and the courses. We
enjoyed getting out to different courses and making a weekend out of it when we could. B. E.,
Ontario
____________________

I would like to thank MJT and Cleveland Golf for their continued sponsorship and contributions
to junior golf. I am very honoured to have received the runner-up scholarship that these two
groups have awarded me. The commitment of both MJT and Cleveland have given many
young golfers an opportunity to compete at very well organized and competitive events. More
importantly these tournaments have given us all a chance to develop friendships with many
golfers that we may not have had the opportunity to play against. E.A., Alberta
____________________

Wanted to drop a quick note to say how impressed we were this last weekend attending one of
your tournaments at Whistle Bear. It was extremely well run and the staff that put it on were
just fabulous with the players. My daughter had a great time and is looking forward to
attending more tournaments on the MJT in 2009. C.S., Ontario

____________________

A quick note to say how impressed we were this last weekend attending one of your
tournaments at Whistle Bear. It was extremely well run and the staff that put it on were just
fabulous with the players. Our daughter had a great time and is looking forward to attending
more tournaments on the MJT in 2009. C.S., Georgetown, Ontario
____________________

Just want to express my thanks to Dave Smallwood and Mike Skimson and the rest of the team
for all of your hard work this season. Our son enjoyed the competition, the camaraderie and
the courses. My wife and I also enjoyed getting out to different courses and making a weekend
out of it when we could. B.E., Orangeville, Ontario
____________________

I just wanted to let you know the golf clinic was a huge success. I have had so many parents call
and ask me about next year. The kids had a great time and you all were so fun to work with. I so
enjoyed myself and would love to do it again. Thank you again for the wonderful time. J.G.,
Dearborn Ford, Nanaimo, British Columbia
____________________

Even though I haven’t had the opportunity to play in many MJT tournaments this year, I
thought I would take this opportunity to let you know how much the MJT has meant to me and
my golf career. As you know, this year, I have played in China, the FCWT National
Championship, a variety of invitational tournaments throughout the U.S. and in virtually every
province in Canada. As a result of my busy golf schedule I was only available to play in one MJT
tournament this year. But I want you to know that without a doubt, it was the Maple Leaf Golf
Tour that prepared me to be able to compete at a national level in junior golf. Thanks again for
all your help and guidance, what you provide to junior golfers is more than just golf
tournaments. M.H., West Vancouver, British Columbia
____________________

After the great success this week we are looking forward to the Calgary event. Norm Dutcher,
National Retail Services Manager – Canada, Olympus
(regarding on-site demonstrations for spectators of Olympus digital cameras)
____________________

First of all I would like to thank the MJT for providing me with such a great opportunity to play
in such an excellent event. The Junior Masters was definitely one of the finest international
tournaments I have ever played in, and it was really a privilege. It was a great tournament, run
by great people, and there was definitely some stellar golf being played. The course was
beautiful and the members treated everybody with respect, as well as taking time to volunteer
for the tournament (which I really appreciated). I look forward to playing in some more MJT
tournaments to try and qualify for some of the many other events offered. So once again I
thank the MJT for the opportunity, and look forward to competing in future events. J.O.,
Winona, Ontario
____________________

Thank you for allowing our son to play for Team Canada at the World Youth Team Challenge. It
is a very unique tournament, challenge and fun. It is so great to see he made lots of friends
during the four days play. W.L., Westmount, Illinois
____________________

